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ENVIRONMENT I UNIVERSITY EFFORTS

E~stern

still going green

By KATIE RUFENER
Staff Reporter
Eastern is going green through
current recycling programs, energy
conservation methods and future
plans for ceo-friendly energy distribution.
Eastern's recycling program was
established in 1992 after Illinois
mandated that all Illinois universities
were to reduce their waste stream by
40 percent by the millennium. Since
then, even more than even more oncampus waste at Eastern has been diverted through the university's recycling efforrs.
The university has decreased its
impact on the environment in a variety of ways. Eastern has invested in
electric and hybrid vehicles to conserve gas and shares office supplies
between buildings, as well as sharing
air-conditioning between buildings.
Exit signs on-campus are LEDpowered and many lights, faucets
and toilets run on sensors.
Eastern also inscalled new toilets, washing machines and shower
heads, cutting the university's water consumption nearly in half from
1999 to 2007.
Much of the university's efforts
co have an environmentally mindful
and friendly community are directed
coward the work and cooperation of
the sraff and student population.
Recycling bins and cans are available in almost every dining hall,
classroom, bathroom and office on
campus. In the 2008-2009 school
year, students with meal plans were
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- Ryan Siegel, campus energy and sustainablity
coordinator
given reusable water bottles. 'Ihe dining centers offer students extra drink
refills if they use their reusable bottles in place of the university's cups,
and refills are cheaper at the Food
Court for those using the bottles.
In addition co on-campus recycling bins and reusable water bottles,
Eastern's dining centers may be taking one more step in going green.
Ryan Siegel, campus energy and
sustainability coordinator, said that
next year, the dining halls may start
using smaller trays.
He said even this small change
could decrease the university's trash
by I 0 percent.
The Residence Hall Association
has also taken it upon itself co stay
environmentally friendly. The RHA
has an environment awareness committee that focuses on informing students of the importance of recycling
and energy conservation. Now, Eastern is looking to the future to find more ways to help the
environment and itself through energy and natural resource conservation.
Plans for Eastern's Renewable Energy Center are once again in the
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works. On April 22, President Bill
Perry revealed the revised design for
the proposed facility that will be
built near the intersection of 18th
Street and Edgar Drive.
If this center is built, it will replace tl1e university's steam plant.
It will run on synthetic natural gas,
using woodchips in place of coal as
fuel. "lhis will provide cleaner, renewable fuel and will replace a system that is more than 80 years old.
The proposal for the construction
has already been passed by the State
Senate. Now it wiJJ face the Stare
House's decision.
Siegel said the university hopes
to see the bill passed within the next
few weeks. If approved in that time
frame, construction of the plant
could begin chis fall and could be
completed in late 2011. The project
would be funded through the university's utility budget.
Siegel said through energy conservation the campus will continue
to grow.
"Recycling is the key to providing
good value to education and keeping tuition in the classroom," Siegel
said.
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CAMPUS I DINING CENTERS

FILE PHOTO I THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS

People walk past the University Food Court in the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union. The food court is open from 7:30a.m. to 11 p.m. Monday through Friday and 11 a.m. to 11 p.m.
Saturday and Sunday.

Dining serves up hundreds of options
Convenience, low cost
and socialization a part
of eating experience

EASTERN DINING
11

5tudents can expect a clean pleasant
experience for dining:'

By NICOLE WESKERNA

Staff Reporter
It's all there - whether you prefer pizza, burgers, subs, chicken
or Chinese - the dining hall cuisine has hundreds of options from
which students can choose from.
Aside from the wide variety
of meal choices available, convenience and the low cost of meal
plans, Mark Hudson thinks students gain a richer social experience when they choose to ear at
the dining halls.
"Everybody eats," said Hudson,
director of Housing and Dining
Services.
He said it's a way for srudenrs
to socialize wirh other groups on
campus or with the other people
who live on their floor.
Among the four meal plan
choices
seven, I 0, I 2 or 15
meals a week- Hudson said about
45 percent of students choose the
12 meal plan and about 30 percent choose the I 5.
The hours of the dining centers
are as flexible as students' schedules. They can find food at a dining center any time between 7:15
a.m. and I a.m.
"Students can expect a clean,
pleasant experience for dining," he
said.
Each meal plan comes with a
different Dining Dollars incentive.
Students can use Dining Dollars to buy additional meals at the

- Mark Hudson,
director of housing and dining services

dining centers if they run out of
"Reservation Only" dining is
meals for the week or if a guest is open from 4:30 p.m. to 7:30 p.m.,
visiting.
Thursday through Saturday and
They can be used at the two reservations can be made online or
Marketplace convenience stores by calling 581-3900.
located in Thomas and Carman
If students have special dietary
halls; they ean be used at the Uni- needs, Panther Dining Director
versity Food Court at stops like Jody Horn will·work with studems
Subway, Chick-fil-A and Connie's and design specialized menus just
Pizza in the Martin Luther King for them.
Jr. University Union, and they can
Students, faculty and staff can
also be used at the campus coffee leave comments on paper and
shop, Java Beanery and Bakery, online about the dining halls and
also located in the Union.
secret shoppers fill out comments
A new feature added last year to ensure customer satisfaction.
Some of the most highly ratwas the distribution of the Earthfriendly bottles, which replace the ed meals are the Cruscanos Toastco-go cups, lids and straws in the ed Sandwiches located in Thomas
halls.
dining.
_
Hudson said two popular choicBy giving each student a bottle at the beginning of the year, es are Grilled Cheese Wednesdays
the dining halls are able ro save in Carman Hall and the omelets
600,000 paper cups every year.
in Tower Dining.
Hudson said the new bottles
One of the biggest pieces of
have been well-received so far.
advice Hudson could give to new
He said another popular, and students is to try eating at a varisafe, place to go on a date is Res- cry of rhe dining centers.
ervacion Only dining in Stevenson
"Students are creatures of habit
Hall (Tower Dining).
and they use one center a number
Students choose from soup or of times and get bored," he said.
He recommends that studems
salad, three different main entrees,
followed by their choice of dessert, try all the different dining halls to
and waiters and •waitresses sene • •see all of the -options available.
the meals.
Hudson said Eastern's dining

University Food Court: Chick-fil-A,

Greek Odyssey Cafe, Panther Grille,
Charleston Market, Connie's Pizza,
Subway
7:30a.m.- 11 p.m. (M-F)
11 a.m.- 11 p.m. (Sat-Sun)

Thomas Dining: Bonici Brothers
Pizza and Pasta. Crustanos Toasted
Subs, buffet and salad bar.
lunch 11 am. - 5 p.m. (M-f)
Dinner 5 p.m. - 8 p.m. (M-F)
Late Night 8 p.m.- 1 a.m. (M-R)
Cannan Dining: Jump Asian Cuisine, buffet and salad bar, makeyour-own-waffles and Kelloggs
Cereality (cereal and yogurt bar).

Lunch: 11 a.m. - 5 p.m. (M-Sun)
Dinner: 4:45 p.m. - 7 p.m. (M-Sun)
Taylor Dining: Tyson Dippln' Chicken, breakfast skillets, Soul Food
Sunday, buffet and salad bar

Breakfast: 7:15a.m. -10 a.m. (M-F)
Brunch: 10:30 a.m. - 4 p m. (SatSun)
Lunch: 11 a.m.- 3 p.m. (M-F)
Dinner: 4:30 p.m.- 8 p.m. (M-F)
4 p.m. - 8 p.m. (Sat-Sun)

Tower Deli and Grine (located In
Stevenson Hall): Deli and grilled
sandwiches, dally brunch and Reservation Only dining

Tower East:
10:30 a.m. - 9 p.m. (M-F)
10:30 a.m.-4:30p.m. (Sat)
10:30 a.m.- 9 p.m. {Sun)
Tower West:
Brunch 8 a.m.- 2:15 p.m. (M-F)
Dinner 4:30 p.m.- 7:30 p.m. (M-W)
Reservation Only: 4:30p.m.- 7:30
p.m. (R-Sat)
Marketplace Convenience Centers: Offers beverages, snacks, single-serve entrees and a continental
breakfast.

Thomas:
8 a.m.- 1 a.m. (M-R)
8 a.m. - 8 p.m. (Fri)
11 a.m. - 8 p.m. (Sat)
11 a.m.- 1 a.m. (Sun)
Carman:
8 a.m. - 12 a.m. (M-F)
11 a.m. - 7 p.m. (Sat}
11 a.m.- 12 a.m. (Sun}
Java Bakery and Beanery: Coffee, baked goods, Haagen Daz's ice
cream and Seattle's Best espresso.

7:30a.m.- 8 p.m. (M-F)
10 a.m. - 4 p.m. (Sat}

centers rank highly compared to
other schools in the state.
The results of a 2008-2009
Resi<ience HaU Satisfaction Survey
showed that 99 perc~nt of those

surveyed stated they felt the dining hall atmosphere was comfortable and only 3 percent gave the
dining centers an overall· neg(l{ive
rating.
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HOUSING I RENOVATION S

Housing to receive summer renovations
Stevenson to get
new sprinklers;
Andrews to get
stackable furniture

ByJERINE MURPHY
Staff Reporter
Each summer, Eastern cakes
advantage of the smaller student
population to make repairs and
renovations to its residence halls.
Mark Hudson, director of
University Housing and Dining
Services, said he is excited about
the changes.
"I think chat the new residents
will really like the changes," he
said.
The main renovation work
that will be done over the summer
will take place in Stevenson and
Andrews Halls.
Hudson plans to change the
sprinklers in Stevenson, to make
the rooms more fire-safe.
He plans co increase the water
pressure so the sprinkleJ;s will have
a good flow if a fire occurs.
Another renovation chat will be
made is the removal of the fixed
furniture in Andrews and the
installation of srackable furniture.
Kimberly Conte, a sociology
major, said the changes will be a
good thing for Eastern.
"Though I will not be living on
campus next semester, I feel like
that is an excellent thing to attract
new students and to keep the
campus at irs best," she said.
The improvements are part of
Housing and Dining's response to
student surveys, conducted every
year to gauge how residents feel
about the halls
"Hopefullr. rhis will make
the rooms m • spacious, and
comforrable to ive in," Hudson
said.
With all the. changes

FILE PHOTO (THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS

Trevor Sawyer, junior political science major, vollies a ping pong ball d uring a game of table tennis w it h his friend and fellow Thomas Hall resident,
Derek Smith, in t he Thomas Hall lobby. In his first year at college, Sawyer said he wanted to live on campus, "because I wanted to get the dorm and
college experience."

happening, the biggest question is
who will be paying for it.
"All rhis money comes from the
room and board," Hudson said.
"We budget the money from the
room and board fees that we get
every year."
H udson said last summer's
renovations went fairly well and

the residents really liked and
appreciated the changes.
..One of the major things that
were changed were the bathrooms
in Douglas,"
In addition to new bathrooms,
the $3.5 million project included
new carpet, fire alarms and
furniture in Douglas, and the hall

got recycling bins for each floor.
Hudson said this year's
renovations will be done before
fall semester starts.
"We will start on the 1Orh of
May, and we should be finished
but the 1st of August," he said.
Dominique Thomas-Green, a
business management major, said

that she was excited about the
idea of summer renovations even
though she was unaware of the
changes at first.
"I think that is a really nice
thing," she said. "It impresses
me that Eastern actually rakes
the money and puts it towards
something constructive."

BANKING I ~ E RVICES

Panther Cards work like debit cards once activated
Card works at places
like Aldi, \IVai-Mart,
McDonalds
and all ATMs
By JEREMY WOJCIK
Staff Reporter
When considering banking
options for the school year,
students can have their Panther
Card activated as a debit card with
First Mid-Illinois Bank and Trust
- and th~y don't even need to leave
campus.
Activating the card is easy. All
studenrs need to do is rake their
Panther Card to the bank branch
located in the Martin Luther King
Jr. University Union.
Lori Mane, First Mid-Illinots
branch manager, said that
activating the Panther Card as a
debit card is unique.
"The student gets to choose
their own PIN, so they are the only
one who knows the information,"
Mane said. "There is less of a
chance of anyone else getting the
number."'

She explained that she uses her
Panther Card debit card.
"I activated my Panther Card as
a debit card because it is safe, and I
can also show students how to use
it," Mane said.
The Panther Card will work
anywhere that you are able to enter
your PIN, but only as a debit card.
It is not linked with Visa as a credit
card, but the card works anywhere
that is connected with the
Interlink system, which is accepted
nationwide.
1he Panther Card is also linked
with the Plus system, which works
with ATMs worldwide.
One disadvantage of the card is
that it will not work for any online
purchases.
Jay Day, a teller at the bank,
s.1id when choosing whether or
not to activate the card, it really
depends on the student.
"If students don't like to carry a
lor of money with them, rhen rhis
is the way to go," he said. "If they
like to have everything separate,
then they can have a separate debit
card."
Day also mentioned that having
a second card can be usefUl for

"I think it is convenient that students
have both cards activated. This way, they
are able to use their Panther Card around
school, and when they go· home they use
their debit card. "
- Jay Day, bank teller
at First Mid-Illinois Bank and Trust

students who don't live in the area.
"I think it is convenient that
students can have both cards
activated. This way. they are able
to use their Panther Card around
school, and when they go home
they can use their debit card," he
said.
Students can cancel the card
at any time. If the card is losr or
stolen, students should notify the
bank as soon as possible.
As long as they arc informed
quickly enough, they can stop
payments on the card and their
money wili be safe.
Some StOres arouno CanlpUs

that accept rhc Panther Card are
Wal-Mart, Aldi, and McDonalds.
Nick Kosiek, a freshman
education major, had his Panther
card activated as a debit card.
"I really like it because when
I need to run to Wai-Marc or
anywhere all I need is my Panther
Card, which I always have on me,"
Kosiek said.
Kosiek noted he liked that the
PIN was a number only he knew.
"I like the fact that I don't really
need to worry about someone
getting my number. I always hear
about people's information gettin~
scolen and tncy end up losing rot'

a

of money," he said. "I don't need to
worry about that with my Panther
Card because of the unique PIN
number."
Ben Kelly, a junior
communication studies major,
said that he did not activate his
card because he wanted to have
his debit card separate from his
Panther Card.
"I chink that it sounds like a
good idea, but I have had separate
cards for this long and I have not
had any problems, so I don't see a
point in chang\ng it," Kelly said.
One of the biggest advantages
to activating the Panther Card is
the safety.
Rob Williams, a junior business
maJOr, said he might start using his
as a debit card because of that.
"I do not use my Panther Card
as a debit right now but with the
technology people have today I
might switch to it," he said. "If 1
am the only one who knows the
PIN number and there is no way
someone else can use my card, I
feel like my money is safe."
For more information about
the Panther Card, visit First Midfllinois Bank: and Trust in the
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A guide to Eastern's computer labs
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WRITING CENTER I SERVICE

CAREER AND HEALTH I
SERVICE

Career, health
information
provided
for students
By COLLEEN HARRIGAN
Staff Reporter

FILE PHOTO BY ERIN MATHENY l'fHE DAILY EASTERN NEWS

Bridget Sanchez, a freshman family and consumer sciences major, works on an assignment for her English class March 3 in the Writ ing Center in
Coleman Hall. The Writing Center p rovides one-on-one consultations for students of all majors who need help with w riting assignments.

Center improves students' work
Consultants available
to help with brainstorming,
organizing and ideas
By MICHELLE SIMEK
Staff Reporter

The Writing Center provides a vital support center for Eastern students as an environment where writers of all majors and experience levels can develop as independent writers
and thinkers.
Students are welcomed into the center, in
311 0 Coleman Hall, where writing consultants
listen and help students with their assignments
and the various hurdles in the writing process.
Most of che consultants are graduate students in the English Department.
Because writing is such a vital activity, che

EIU Writing Center tailors its services to meet
the needs of individual students.
The Writing Center can assist students in
a variety of ways, such as helping with writer's
block, brainstorming, organizing ideas, developing thesis statements, providing assistance
with citation systems, revising for stronger support and development, and offering tactics on
how to edit and proofread more effectively.
The Writing Center not only assists with
typical academic papers and assignments,
but also helps students with cover letters, lab
reports and other writing documents.
The assistance provided is facilitated
through one-on-one conferences, and staff
members provide consulting sessions that foster feedback, support and respect during the
writing process.
The center offers analytical and critical thinking tools that help students produce
strong writing in a non-evaluative manner to

WRITING CENTER
•Where: 3110Coleman Hall

• What: A place where all students can meet
writing consultants to develop as independent wrlters and t hinkers
• When: It is open from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. and 6
to 9 p.m. Monday through Thursday and from
9 a.m. to 1 p.m. on Friday during the regular
school year.
Summer hours vary.
For more information go to www.eiu.edu/
-writing

further their academic success.
Overall, the Writing Center provides a collaborative experience to students throughout
their academic careers at Eastern Illinois University.

ACADEMIC ADVISING CENTER I SERVICE

Preparation is key to advising meetings
By DANE URBAN
Staff Reporter

Incoming freshmen might find
the transition ro college intimidating but the Academic Advising
Center is here to help students get
on the right track.
Located in Ninth Street Hall,
the Academic Advising Cenrer provides first year scudenrs who have
undeclared majors with information
about academic polices, procedures
and programs as well as their future
career goals.
Although rhe advisers at the Aca<te!Dic Advising Ceo~er are ~~ere ro
serve the students, riley do expect
students to come prepared to meet-

''We (advisers) are moving forward every
year:'
- Monica Zeigler, assistant director of
the Academic Advising Center
ings.
but Zeigler said it is important that
Assistant Director Monica Zei- students keep things simple and
gler said the advisers expect studenrs nor cry to take on two majors right
to be familiar with the academic away.
She said irs better to ease into
requirements and policies as well as
about deadlines, class schedules and double majors.
The advisers at Nimh Street Hall
academic probation.
•,
Students should also be Familiar • -are ttained professionals who take an
with the different types of majors advising class every year to strength-

en their skills.
"We are all better advisers for
ic," Zeigler said. "We (advisers) are
moving forward every year."
Advisers like Zeigler encourage
students co !ile them and ask questions.
She said advisers try to keep their
doors open to their students and
that it is important students know
this so they can rake advanrage of
what is offered.
The Academic Advising Center
is open from 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
Monday through Friday.
Zeigler said advisers will make
rime for their students and even stay
a bit afrer closing time if it is needed.

Eastern offers services to all students to help those in need. Two
important services out of rhe many
are Career Services and Health Services. Their main objective is ro be
available ro students ar all rimes ro
educate them about their future
and health.
Bobbi Kingery, career adviser, is
among the staff at Career Services.
"We offer services to assist students in selecting a career field and
an appropriate major," Kingery said.
"We do this through an online
interest inventory and a follow-up
appointment with a career counselor to go over the results and further discuss possible career fields of
interest."
Career Services allow all students
to walk in, sit down with an advisor
and look ahead to their future and
their goals.
"Work with us to select a career
field early or to double-check the
field they have already chosen,"
Kingery said. "Use our services,
do the professional development
activities, network from rhe freshman year on, don't wait until your
junior or senior year, or they could
be behind those students who have
been active from the first.
"We really are a place that helps
with career planning, from the
moment they step on campus, and
the more time we have to help them
achieve their career goals the easier
the process will be."
Linda Moore, director of Career
Services, also gives her thoughts and
advice to students.
"If students do a few careerrelated things each year of school,
it won't seem overwhelming to get
a job when they graduate," Moore
said.
Building a strong nerwork and
sense of reliability among the advisors at Career Services will allow
students to concentrate further into
their career processes at Eastern.
Another reliable center for students is Health Services.
Sheila Baker, medical director at
Health Services, explains that the
center offers a large variety of basic
health care services.
"We provide women's and men's
health exams and treatments, routine care for acute and chronic conditions, laboratory resting and basic
radiology examinations for common
illnesses and conditions, injuries
and pain conditions," Baker said.
"We provide preventative services including immunizations, allergy
shots and travel consultations.
"We provide mental health care
by both the primary providers and a
psychiatrist."
The most common help the
health center provides is office
appointments for urgent or acute
care problems.
Being available on campus, the
health center is reliable for all students.
The most important piece of
advice char Baker provides to students is, "Know your health history and do things to keep -yourself
healthy."

EASTERN SERVICES
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PROGRAM IROTC

ROTC builds friendships, leadership skills
By DANE URBAN
Staff Reporter
When sophomore ElizabethTamminga joined ROTC, she made lifelong friends.
"When I joined I met so many
people and everyone is so friendly,"
Tamminga said. "Joining was one of
the best things I could have done."
Bur ROTC is not just about
developing friendships. The two-year
and four-year programs are designed
to prepare students to be an officer
in the Active, Reserve or National Guard components of the Army
while providing standard college
courses and reaching basic military
skills, according to the ROTC Web
site, www.eiu.edu/ armyrotc.
Tamminga said courses like rappelting and rifle shooting can be fun
for srudenrs.
The two-year program allows srudenrs to join ROTC without making
a commitment to enlist in the Army.
Some students and parents worry
that by joining the ROTC program
students will be pushed to enlist, but

Lieutenant Colonel Larry Coblentz
said this is not the case.
He said the ROTC would like
students to enlist bur they let the
students make their own decisions
without pressure.
When students sign up for
ROTC, their school tuition for the
semester paid for bur there are also
scholarship opportunities in the program.
Captain Thomas Taylor, the
enrollment and scholarship officer,
said students have the opportunity
to receive the Illinois State Tuition
Scholarship.
"There are only 40 scholarships
handed our and we have 55 students, not everyone gets one," Taylor said.
Students coming out of high
school need a 19 on their ACT and
a 2.5 GPA to qualify for the scholarship.
Taylor said ROTC is a program
that teaches teamwork and unity
with physical and mental challenges as well as building students with
confidence and leadership skills.

FILE PHOTO ITHE DAILY EASTERN NEWS

Timothy Linderman, a senior theater arts major, shoves Daniel Daugherty, a sophomore communication studies major, into a pool during ROTC training Sept. 4, 2008, at the Charleston Rotary Pool.
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THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS I PERSON OF THE YEAR

Johnson 'an Eastern icon'
Dean named The Daily Eastern News' Person of the Year for Faii2008/Spring 2009
Onginal/y ran April 24, 2009

Editor's Nott: Each year, 7he Daily
Eastern News picks a person or group
of peopk as the Person of the ~ar.
This award is given to the individual
or individuals who have most impacted Eastern studmts in a positive way
during the cou11e ofthe year.
7he Daily Eastern News' Spring
2009 editori4/ board, comprised of
Kristina Petm, editor in chie.fi Dylan
Pollt, opinions page editor; Matt Hopf,
news editor; Tykr Angew, managing editor; &vin Murphy, Sports Editor; Erin Mathmy, photo editor; and
Nicok ~sltmuz, online editor, named
james jolmso11, dean of the Colkge of
Arts and H111rumities, as this year's
Person ofthe Yrar.
By DAVID THILL

Staff Reporter
Before long, there will not be
many students left that remember an Eastern campus wirhout rhe
Doudna fine Arts Center. Few will
remember rhe bare steel skeleron
propping up a single, concrete wall
or walking around a gaping hole in
the ground, Ranked on all sides by a
flimsy, chain-link fence.
Fewer still will recall anending an art class in what was once an
Osco drug store or viewing orchestral concerts in McAfee Gymnasium. It stands to good reason, however, that many will remember the
name of James Johnson, dean of rhe
College of Arts and Humanities and
this year's 7hf Daily Eastern News'
Person of the Year.
And, mo$t likely, they will
remember him for much more rhan
a handful of years.
A 1%3 graduate of Emporia
ERIN MATHENY (THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS
State University with a Bachelor of
Science degree in An, Dean John- James Johnson, dean of the College of Arts and Humanities, was named The Daily Eastern News' Person of the
son went on to receive his Master of Year for his efforts in getting the Doudna Fine Arts Center built and for his years of ded ication to Eastern.
Fine Arts degree ftom the University
of Kansas in 1970.
balls," Lynch said.
June, said once someone gets to this - one of the largest and most visiHe spent nearly a decade teachHencken said Johnson's enthusi- point in his or her career, they can- ble examples of his 'beyond the call'
ing at the University of Kansas and asm and the fact he believes in the not help bur look back at their per- efforts - the Doudna Fine Arts CenArkansas Sute University before College of Arts and Humanities so sonal and professional experiences.
ter.
strongly "shines through."
making his way to Eastern.
"I've been very blessed with the
"(Doudna) has been one of the
Along the way, he has spearhead"Jim Johnson is an example of people and opportunities I've had," most rewarding experiences for me,
ed the effort to bring the Doudna one of the great people and leaders Johnson said. "To be able to work both personally and professionally,"
Fine Arts Center from a plan on a this university has," Hencken said.
with the faculty and staff to devel- he said. "But really, it was a collabdesk to fruition, brought together
Lynch said one of the keys to op a new college and to be able to orative university effort. We all had
several various departments to form Johnson's success, and by association help shape its future has been very a strong belief it would happen. A
the College of Arts and Humani- that of the college itself, is that "he rewarding.
great deal of credit must go to the
ties and strived to make the college has never lost sight of the fact that
"It's just been a fantastic expe- faculty and students who rose to
a continued success.
the college is much more than the rience. I cannot think of a bet- that occasion (of difficulty during
Though, as several people artest, sum total of its faculty, students and ter career to have than the one I've construction.)"
including Jeffrey Lynch, associ- staff."
had."
If Johnson seems humble and
Dan Crews, director promotions
And Johnson's feelings about the eager to spread any and all credit ro
ate dean of the College of Arts and
Humaniti~. Johnson is much more
and publicity for rhe College of Arts college reflect the sentiment felt by others, it's because he is.
than an administrator.
and Humanities, said it was his first Crews all those years ago. When
Though, there is no shortage in
Johnson b.l.S a sense of humility interaction with Johnson that left a speaking of the success of the col- those around him who would give
that can be disarming and one that lasting impression.
lege, he is quick to say that the suc- all credit back to him.
In 1989, when Crews came to cess lies in its departments and the
is rarely found in academia, Lynch
On discussing the creation and
Eastern, Johnson was working as the faculty, staff and students Lhat make existence of Doudna Fine Arts Censaid.
"You simply cannot meet a nic- chair of the art department.
ter, Lynch said simply that Johnson
them possible.
er man," he said. "People respond to
"We had weekly meetings in the
"The college is all about the stu- was "absolutely central."
how genuinely kind he is and how dean's office," Crews said. "Oohn- dents. The students and the faculty
Hencken, who made severhumble he can be about his talent - son) was one of the first people who making themselves available to those al trips, traveling across the counand he is extremely talented."
came up and greeted me and wished students," he said. "I've always tried try with Johnson in order to acquire
Having formed the College of me well. I have always remembered to be a reflection on chose values."
private money that was necessary to
Arts and Humanities alongside that gesture of genuine hospitality
In an e-mail, Lord called Johnson rhe completion of the building, said
an "exemplary administrator."
it was Johnson's dedication to the
Johnson 13 years ago, Lynch has and welcome."
Crews said Johnson has always
"Eastern and the College (of Arts college and making sure faculty and
seen first-hand the type of leader·
ship abilities that bring nothing but displayed concern and care for both and Humanities) have been blessed staff knew that.
praise from the likes of President the faculty and students of the col- to have him serve so effectively as
"I don't think anyone anticipatEmeritus Lou Hencken and Blair lege.
dean," Lord said. "As wonderful as ed the amount of time we would
Lord, provost and vice president for
"He was never too busy to help he is as an administrator, however, be out of Doudna," Hencken said.
academic affairs.
someone in need," Crews said. he is an even more wonderful per- "Jim kept the department running.
"This job means keeping eight "Once you get to know someone son."
I think the faculty realized that he
juggling balls in the air at all rimes, like Jim Johnson, you can't help but
Beyond the day-to-day adminis- was looking out for their best interand then prople come along and admire him."
trative functions, though, lies per- ests."
throw you three, four, five more
Hencken recalled back to a time
Johnson, who will be retiring in haps :Johnson's greatest achievement

when multiple classes had to be held
off campus and the difficulty of juggling scheduling and logistics.
''I'm 99 percent sure enrollment
in those areas (displaced off campus)
actually went up over those years,"
he said. "To have classes in an old
grocery store and to see enrollment
actually go up really speaks to Qohnson's) quality ofleadership.
"Caring. Real. Genuine. Jim
Johnson is definitely going to be
missed."
Lord said it is difficult to even
imagine Doudna, as it exists today,
without Johnson.
"Dean Johnson has been instrumental in making it all possible,"
Lord said. "Under his leadership,
the fine arts and the fine arts center
have brought Eastern to a new level
of excellence in this area."
Crews called the fine arts center a
"gem in the state of Illinois."
"From the first moment it was
discussed ... to the day Doudna Fine
Arts Center opened, Jim Johnson
poured his heart and soul in the
planning," Crews said.
"He simply wouldn't let it die,"
Hencken asserted.
Through all the difficulties in
acquiring funds and avoiding the
inevitable red tape that accompanies
such endeavors, though, Johnson
would nor let the project fail.
"He kept everybody believing and
he kept pushing," Hencken said.
As he prepares for retirement,
those around him cannor help but
ponder at the difficulty of replacing
Johnson.
"He's dedicated his life to the
institution," Crews said. "He never did it for personal glory but for
the over-all betterment of the university."
And as always, Lynch has seen
and felt the strains of the job and
realizes what Johnson's retirement
will mean not only for the university but also for the man himself.
"If ever a man has earned retirement, it's Jim Johnson," Lynch said.
"He can go back to his family that
he loves deeply. This job requires
sacrifice, it will eat you up.
"But he gets to go back to his art
and I think he will thrive in retirement."
Johnson also acknowledges that
he could not have done this job
alone.
"I always felt I had the support
of my colleagues and the university,"
he said. "But especially my family,
my wife Wanda, my three sons: Kirby, Brent and Tyler, and my daughter-in-law, Bridget.
'Tm very proud of this college,"
he said. "Again, I've been so blessed
to have had the opportunities I've
had."
It seems few, if any, around Johnson could find anything less rhan
glowing remarks abour his impact
on campus, his impact on the faculty, staff and students that comprise
the College of Arts and Humanities, and those that work with and
around him.
Lord's feelings on Johnson?
"I would simply say, be sure ro
thank Dean Johnson for all he has
done," Lord said. "And tell him how
great his legacy is and will be. He
will be missed profoundly."
Perhaps Crews sums it up most
succinctly: "He's an Eastern icon."
And he is 7he Daily Eastern News'
Person of the Year.

LUNCH BOX
VOODOO
If improv is your thin~
lunch box Voodoo is the
organization to do so.

GREEK LIFE
There are many
sororities and
fraternities for
students to join

SECTION B

BACK TO SCHOOL EDITION

PANTHERPALOOZAIEVENT

Students learn about campus groups at fair
Pantherpalooza allows
students to hear about
well-known and
unknown organizations
Originally ran s~pt. 10, 2008

By JOHN TWORK

Staff Reporter
Most organizations do not use
a sword-wielding man wearing
35 lbs of medieval chain mail to
recruit new members. Then again,
most organizations are nor like
Belegarth.
"If chain mail isn't an ice breaker, chen 1 don't know what is," said
Brant Rutishauser, a junior finance
major and Belegarth member.
Dressed in full medieval garb,
featuring homemade chain mail
armor draped over a long-sleeved
black Under Armour ~hirt,
Rutishauser represented one of 75
Registered Srudem Organizations
trying to gain new members at the
annual Pantherpalooza RSO fair
Tuesday.
Rutishauser and 15 other Eastern students meet twice a week to
FILE PHOTO THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS
practice using foam-padded weapons, such as swords, to simulate Jenna lannoni, left, a freshman early childhood education major, reads over information she received from Sarah Holman, right, about the Wesley
Foundation at the Pantherpalooza RSO Fair on Sept. 9, 2008, in the South Quad. The event allows students to meet members of different student
medieval fights on campus.
"A lot of people who might organizations and learn how to get involved on campus.
want to join get intimidated when
we're actually fighting," said John
PANTHERPALOOZA
Van Uyrven, a senior history edu2009
cation major and Bclcgarth member.
·The exact date of Pantherpaloo"It's a lot easier to have a table
za for the upcoming fall semesout here and say, 'Hey, this is what
ter is currently unknown; however, students can expect the fair to
we're about."'
be held in the beginning of Sep·
Mark Hails, a senior marketing
tember.
major, stopped by the Belegarrh's
Pantherpalooza table in the South
Quad, where he challenged Van
Uytven to a foam sword fight.
"You can beat the crap out of too. "
freshman roommates Ann Tinone of your friends without really
hurting anyone," llails said. "You der and Amanda Shank decided to
can get out some of that much join the Blue Crew in preparation
needed aggression."
for Saturday's home-opening footHails said he was thinking ball game against Indiana State
about joining Bclegarth, along University.
"I think it's fun that people
with 12 other people who signed
up for more information about the have school spirit, and I thought it
would be a nice activity to sign up
organization.
A few steps down the sidewalk for," Shank said.
from Rutishauser and his chain
She added that as a fresh mail was Brian Allensworth, a man, she thinks Pantherpalooza
senior middle school educarion helps new students on campus get
major, who was wearing a bright, involved.
That's exactly what event coorfuzzy blue wig, which marched his
EIU Panthers shirt.
dinator Ryan Kerch, studenr vice
FILE PHOTO BY KARLA BROWNING ITHE DAILY EASTERN NEWS
Allensworth, who is the co-pres- president for student affairs, wantOlivia Polinski, a freshmen music education major, and Sarah Friestad, a freshman early childhood education
idem of the EIU Blue Crew, said ed to hear.
major, gather information from Lesa Amacher, a Colleges Against Cancer staff partner, at the 2007 Pather·
He said the event is intended to
more than 150 students signed up
palooza in the South Quad.
to join the school spirit club at introduce students to a number of
Pantherpalooza.
diverse RSO programs at Eastern.
"It's a good chance for us to
"It's a good way to prove to
Kerch said with sunny skies and learned about clubs focused on event, radier than on their way
be viewed outside of an athlet- students who aren't sure exactly the temperature around 70 degrees everything from politics to playing somewhere else," Kerch said. "The
ic scene," Allensworth said. "Last what's on campus that anything Tuesday, the weather helped draw ultimate Frisbee.
overall attendance is helping get a
year this was our biggest recruit- can happen when it comes to stu- more students to Pantherpaloo"This year we've seen a lot more lot more kids out here who want
ment event and so far it's working, dent organizations," Kerch said.
za than in recent years, where they students actually stopping at the to get involved."
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UNIVERSITY BOARD I ORGANIZATION

RHAI ORGANIZATION

RHA
promotes
campus
living
Each resident hall has
its own representatives
for the association
By EMILY STEELE
Staff Reporter
'lhc Resident Hall Association,
or RHA, is a campus-wide student
governing body with representatives from each re:;ident hall.
Throughout the year RHA puts
on fun and interesting programs
to promote on-campus living such
as ROC Fest, the competition berween halls char takes place in the
fall and Writing on the Wall, an
event that started last year sponsored through the Social Justice and
Diversity Week.
At its weekly, meetings, representatives from each hall are able to
discuss events and issues going on
in their hall and then take back information about what's happening
on campus.
"I think RHA has been led in a
wonderful direction this (past) year,
and we should continue in that direction," said Karla Browning, the
2009-2010 RHA president. "It
will be an honor to continue to
help lead these residents and guide
them."
RHA provides an opportunity
for on-campus residents to get to
know one another at both the business meetings and various programs
held throughout the year. It also offers a chance for students to take on
leadership positions in both their
hall council or as one of the four
committee chairs.
RHA meets weekly in a diffc:renc
resident hall at 5 p.m. every Thursday. Students who would like to get
involved should contact their hall
president or RA.

FILE PHOTO BY KAROLINA STRACK I THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS

Andy Masters, a junior philosophy major, attempts to regain his footing as his friend Paul Staff, a junior finance major, prepares to take another swing at him
in the bouncy boxing ring at one of the University Board's Up All Nite events that took place last spring.

Entertainment falls in UB's hands
By MELISSA STURTEVANT
Staff Reporter
Universiry Board is the student
activity board for Eastern. It puts
on almost all of the events held on
campus including Open Mic Nite
events, concerts, Homecoming, the
Up All Nite alternative and many
others.
They have had many artists come
to campus. For the: 2008-2009
school year they have had performers such as comedian Aries Spears,
R&B artist Lupe Fiasco, hip-hop
artist Schwarze and many more in
past years.

LCO

The Up All Nite Alternative is
something that students can go to in
order to have fun without drinking.
One of the most recenc Up All Nites had a Casino Royale theme and
featured slot machines, a magician,
poker, black jack, bingo and free
prizes and giveaways.
UB's Open Mic Nights have students come and read poetry, sing
songs or anything else they wish to
perform for their fellow students.
• 'Ihere was also a So You Think You
Can Rap? contest in which students
made their own beats and lyrics and
performed for others.
They also held Last Comic Stand-

ing last year. Five students volunteered and did a standup comedy
routine in order to compete for the
opening act spots for Aries Spears.
University Board also provides
free movie showings for students
on the weekends. Last semester they
showed "The Dark Knight," "Twir .
,
1C:S M an,, "G ran '10rmo
l1.ght,, "V
and others.
According to Otis Seawood Jr.,
the Special Events coordinatOr, there
are committees for each of the topics
for which UB plans events. •
The committees include lectures,
mainstage, marketing, movies, productions, special evenrs, homecom-

ing, cultural arts, concerts and comedy.
Seawood said students are always
welcome to help on the committees.
"Students can get involved in
UB by going to the Student Activities Center in the Student University Union across from Copy Express
and picking up an application," Seawood said.
He mentioned, however, that the
committees are filled at the moment,
bur to look for openings for the
2009-2010 school year.
All of the activities that UB hosts
are free, except for concerts. 'Their
Web sire is at www.eiu.edu/ ~uboard.
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COMEDY I GROUP

FILE PHOTO BY JOHN BAILEY ITHE DAILY EASTERN NEWS

Matt Caponera and Andy Lattrell perform a skit portraying a monster"ln the Closet" during the Lunchbox Voodoo performance at the Charleston Alley Theatre.

Lunch box Voodoo troupe brings laughs
Originally ran Oct. 10, 2007
By SILAS PEPPLE

Staff Reporter ·
Imagine the Trix Rabbit holding you hostage ro gain access to his
favorite cereal.
Your heartbeat increases as the situation becomes increasingly despairing.
A leprechaun shows up to negotiate your release and the body count
starts rising.

denne

This may nor seem like an ideal afternoon, but when performed
by Lunchbox Voodoo as parr of a
sketch comedy act, it can actually be
funny.
Lunchbox Voodoo, one of Eastern's sketch comedy groups, performs original work for students and
the public.
Ryan Perernell, a senior theatre
arts major and president of Lunchbox Voodoo, said the cast consists of
a diverse group.
Theatre arts, psychology and

bu:;inc55 majors and students from
ROTC, make up ~orne of this season's cast.
Sketch comedy is a series of short
comedic scenes, such as those seen
on the television show "Saturday
Night Live." At a Lunchbox Voodoo
performance, audience members will
sec about seven sketches, each five to
seven minutes in length, with a few
quick jokes during interludes.
Pcternell said their sketches come
from current trends, parodies of
commercials, religion and politics.

Everything Lunchbox Voodoo does
is for laughs. They rry nor ro show
their personal beliefs.
"As president, I am trying ro
push for us ro usc only our original
sketches," Peterndl said.
Members sir in groups and tell
their jokes ro come up with sketch
ideas.
Lunchbox Voodoo performs primarily at residence halls. h has also
performed at 7th Street Underground and Charleston Alley 1heatre.

Every fall, Lunchbox Voodoo
holds try outs for new cast members,
typically drawing about 20 students.
Those interested in being part of
the cast go through an interview, a
cold reading of their material and a
possible callback in which they perform with the existing cast.
Greg Young, computer technology graduate srudenr and vice president of Lunch box Voodoo, said the
group is constantly working on new
material though they will use old
favorites.

TEXTBOOK RENTAL SERVICE
Located on the South end of Pemberton Hall on the Southeast comer of 4th Street & Lincoln Avenue-look for the big blue awning, just West of Old Main

Fall 2009 Textbook Distribution Extended Hours

ries and

Thursday
Friday
Saturday
Sunday
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday

August 20th
August 2 1st
August 22nd
August 23rd
August 24th
August 25th
August 26th
August 27th
August 28th

8:00am-8:00pm
8:00am-8:00pm
9:00am-8:00pm
1:00pm-8:00pm
8:00am-8:00pm
8:00am-8:00pm
8:00am-8:00pm
8:00am-8:00pm
8:00am-8:00pm

Regular business hours will resume
Monday, August 31, 2009
Regular business hours are
8:00am to 4:30pm
Monday through Friday
Visit our website at www.eiu.edu/-textbks/
for current information regarding policies. deadlines and
associated fines, frequently asked questions, sales dates
and Staff contact information.

Helpful Hints
-Have a Panther ID
-Have a copy of your current course schedule,
if possible
-Bring a water proof book bag or another type of
protective method to transport your textbooks
-Make note of textbook related deadlines and all
posted and distributed information

General Information
-Textbook Rental Service saves students $1 OOs of
dollars each semester
-The rental fee is included in tuition and fees
-You have the option of purchasing your textbooks
during the established semester sales periods

Textbook Rental Seryjce
Eastern ll!jpois Upjyersjty
600 LipcoJp Ayepue
Cbar)estop, Illinois 61920
Telcphooc 217/581-3626
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GREEK LIFE I SORORITIES AND FRATERNITIES

1 S percent of undergraduates part of Greek Life
Eastern has
13 Interfraternity,
9 Pan-Hellenic
Council Chapters
By KRISTEN PIERCE
Staff Reporter

Eastern's Greek-lettered
organizations provide an
opportunity for srudents to get
involved on campus and throughout
the community. Ir allows srudents
to meet new people and develop
leadership skills to help prepare
them for the furure.
"Currently, nearly 15 percent
ofEIU's undergraduate students
arc affiliated with a fraternity or
sorority," said Robyn Paige, interim
director of Fraterniry-and Sorority
Programs.
There are 13 Interfraternity
Council Chapters and nine PanHellenic Council Chapters. There
are also three honorary organizations
based on academic and leadership
qualities.
There are many reasons why
students may want to get involved
- many of which include meeting
people.
"It was a great way to meet
people and make new friends,
especially since I was a commuter,"
said Blake Pierce, a sophomore
member of the fraternity Sigma Chi.
Sororities and fraternities also
perform a variety of services ro give
back to the community and partake
in several university-related events
throughout the school year.
"We do philanthropies;
participate in university activities
such as Homecoming, Innamural
Sports, Panther-Pals, and many
others; and partake in several social
events throughout the year," Pierce
said.
One o f rhc major events in Greek
Life is Grcl
ck. It takes place
rch and beginning
at the end o
of April every year. It is filled with
activities sud as Airband, Greek
Sing, and ·n,brs. A king and queen
arc also elected
Airband con cs of fraternities
and sororirics competing in
a dancing and lip-syncing
competition. They pracrice for
months beforehand in hopes of
taking home the first-place prize.
Greek Sin · 1 singing
compennon
..: each fraternity or
sorority sings a compilation of songs
with a theme.

FILE PHOTO BY ERIN MATHENY I THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS

The women o f the Eastern's chapter of Kappa Delta, directed by Sarah Harcharik, perform songs from "Enchanted.. during the Greek Sing event on
March 29, 2009, in Lantz Arena.

"Winning Greek Sing chis year
is something the girls and I worked
really hard for," said Kim Zydek, a
senior and member of rhc sorority
Delta Delta Delta that won the last
Greek Sing. "It is something I will
never forger."
Tugs is another competition in
the Greek community. The sororities
and fraternities face off in a tug-ofwar battle that ends with the losing
team being pulled into the pond on
Eastern's campus.
'Training for Tugs was one of
the hardest things I have ever had
to do, and it was totally worth it,''
said Rhea Drougas, a sophomore
and first year member of the sorority
Alpha Sigma Alpha. "We bonded as
a team and watched ourselves grow

"From the outside looking in, you can
never understand it and from the inside
looking out, you can never explain it:'
- Blake Pierce, a member of the fraternity Sigma
Chi, explaining Greek Life
along the way."
Another major aspccr of
Greek Life and possibly the most
important is Rush Week. Fall
Recruitment starts at the beginning
of September.
"I would invite any srudent new
to our campus to rake a look at our
fraternities and sororities as a great

way to get involved on our campus,"
Paige said. "This opportunity is
definitely not limited to first-year
students and fall recruitment
activities are one of the best ways
to learn more about our fraternities
and sororities ro decide if joining is
the right fir."
Each student partaking in Rush

spends about an hour with each
fraternity or sorority on campus.
Then after a week of getting to
know each group, the individual
places a bid for the particular
sorority or fraternity they are
interested in.
If the House selected thinks that
the individual would be as asset
to their group, a person becomes
initiated into that fraternity or
sorority.
Pierce summed up his experience
within the Greek community as,
"From the outside looking in, you
can never understand it and from
the inside looking out, you can
never explain it."
To find out more information
about Greek life, visit irs Web site at

GRADS,FACULTY,TRANSFERS
Consistently, for over 20 years, good housing at r easonable prices.
1&2 BR opts. for 1 or 2 residents. Privacy & quiet.
Most include Internet.

Interested in Fraternity or Sorority Recruitment?
Do you want to know more about Greek Life?
Come to the Greek Life BBQ Sunday,
August 23rd from llam to lpm outside of Carman Hall !
Use your meal swipe for food and meet the Greeks!

www.woodrentals.com

Learn more about recruitment opportunities by stopping by tables in the Union, Carman and Rec
from 11 a.m. - 6 p.m., Monday August 24th Friday August 28th and Thesday, September 1st!

comtact
tfue IDEN
@
581-28~6

There will also be a Sorority/Fraternity
informational in the South Quad from 12 p.m.- 3 p.m. on Wednesday, August 26th!
If you have any questions regarding recruitment, please contact:
Andrea Yadron, Vice President of Sorority Recruitment -aeyadron@eiu.edu
Dirk Bennett, Vice President of Fraternity Recruitment - debennett@eiu.edu
For more info
v'sit www.eiu.edu/-grklife/
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WILCOMIIACK TO EASTERN ILLINOIS UNIVtRSITYI
ENROL-L IN QNE Of' OUR MIUTARV SC1E.MCI CLASSES AND SEE IF YOU ARE UP TO THE CHALLENGE!
CALL 11l·M1·1944 OR DIAIL CDROTC.EIU.EDU
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STUDENT PUBLICATIONS I MEDIA

Publications give students information they need
By DANA JACKSON
Staff Reporter
Student publications provide students with the opportunity to communicate information and express
ideas to their peers, faculty and staff
through Eastern's newspaper, 7h~
Daily Eastern News, Eastern's yearbook The Warbkr, Minority Today
and Eastern's literary journal "The
Vehicle."
Erin Matheny, who was photo
editor at 7h~ DEN last spring, said
working at the student newspaper
helps her prepare for a career in journalism.
"This is preparing me to move

on, and I am becoming more experienced in my major, that will be beneficial to me in my career," she said. "I
an1 exposed to different backgrounds,
especially photo journalism and the
.
"
newsroom environment.
1l1e purpose for student publications is ro inform Eastern's students
about the news that the students
should or need to know about what's
happening on Eastern's campus and
in the community.
"Student publications serve the
Eastern students by allowing them to
work hands on as reporters and editors and provide public functions,"
said John Ryan, director of student
publications. "Quite a few students

"Student publications serve the Eastern
students by allowing them to work hands
on as reporters and editors and provide
public functions:'
- John Ryan, director of student publications

get employed with the on -campus
jobs in journalism and in the future
they will be able to pursue careers
when they leave here - a two-fold
function to serve the campus and the
community."

Students have a variety of opportunities that they c.an choose from if
they want to get involved with student publications. They can write,
edit, design/layout, sell advertising,
design advertisements or even circu-

WEIU I MEDIA

late the paper.
This gives the students an opportunity to choose what they think
they can excel the most in. 'lhis will
give students the hands-on experience that they need to be prepared
for their career. All student publications arc constantly open to new staff
and new ideas.
"If any students want to get
involved, they carl apply at student
publications or speak with someone
from the editorial staff," said Business Manager Betsy Jewell.
Student publication is supervised
and governed by policies established
by the students, faculty and Student
Publication Board.

PRSSA I ORGANIZATION

Public relations
group open
to all majors
By TONY CURCURU
Staff Reporter

FI LE PHOTO BY ERIN MATHENY ITHE DAILY EASTERN NEWS

WEIU-TV reporters Katie Rufener and Zach Nugent wait for cues during the 6 p.m. b roadcast on Feb. 9 in the studio of Buzzard Hall.

WEIU wins award for its education programs
Eastern's TV station
receives MySource
Community Impact
Award last spring

to accept the award. The award was eo spots chosen for the award.
received on March 7.
"We were given magnets with
"Selection of an award is based 'WordWorld' on them and pbs.org,"
on the subject matter that the reward Linnig said, d uring the clip. "We
requires, such as creativeness," Roche decided that the school could pass
said. "It's nice to be recognized for them out to all our kindergarten,
our work."
first, and second-grade students.
Originally ran April 1, 2009
Ke'an Armstrong, publicity/pro"Several kids came in; 'Mrs. Linmotions/outreach/grant
manager nig, I went on the Web site last
By JENNIFER BROWN
for WEIU-TV, was one of the lead- night, and I practiced making words
ing forces in what it took to win the and phonics skills we've been learnStaff Reporter
award.
ing in school.' It was really exciting
WEIU-TV has recently won
"This is a brand-new initiative as to connect with what we were doing
a MySource Community Impact a MySource award," Armstrong said. at school with what they were doing
Award for Education.
"WEIU-TV was able to apply for at home," she said.
This award is presented to televi- the award and we were one of the
Tim McCollum, a Charleston
sion stations that air programs that first winners."
Middle School science teacher, was
are suitable for audiences of all ages
WEIU applied for a MySource also one of the TV-spot winners.
but WEIU has won it primarily for grant, which it received to produce
"WEIU ha!i allowed my students
its educational programming.
MySource testimonial spots with to explore other worlds without leaving the classroom," McCollum said,
The MySource Community local ambassadors, Armstrong said.
Local ambassadors are people during the clip. "It has taken them
Impact Award for Education was
created by the Corporation for Pub- who are passionate about the tele- to the center of tornadoes, it has taklic Broadcasting to honor those sta- vision programs, online resources, en them to the surface of Mars, into
tions that air programs suitable for outreach and educational resources the sun, to distances of other worlds.
all ~es, races and backgrQtV\~·•••••• ~~a!l~le from WEIU. ..••••••• •These are opporrunicres. ch:u .VVQwd ,
WEIU General Manager Denis
Heather Linnig, an educator, pro- not be available to them if it weren't
Roche traveled to Washington, D.C. duced one of the three winning vid- forWEIU."

"WEIU has allowed
my students to
explore other
worlds without
leaving the
classroom:'
-Tim McCollum, a
Charleston Middle
School teacher who was
a TV-spot winner

Natasha Wiley, who was 8 years
old at the time she filmed her
WEIU-TV spot, was the third winner.
"I like to go on pbs.org on the
computer," Wiley said in her spot.
"I. watch :Mia. Mi~ud.' 1 ~ove Mia,.
because she· is so &ol. Miis ponytail
spins when she has an idea."

r·

If students are interested in
expanding themselves professionally,
learning how to network and become
more marketable and active within
the university, they can join Eastern's
chapter of the Public Relations Student Society of America.
Members ofPRSSA are advised by
professors of Public Relations and arc
given an opportunity to develop and
practice proper public relations skills
needed ro compete in the job market.
Open to all majors, PRSSA exposes students to valuable information
such as how to build a good resume,
what to do when looking for an
internship and how to get through an
interview successfully - all of which
are important for any student with
any major and career goal to keep in
mind.
PRSSA brings in professors from
Eastern, as well as professionals in
the field of PR to present details pertaining to their job and discuss ways
in which students carl better prepare
themselves when it comes to getting
the right job. Members also share
personal experiences in order to help
one another.
There is also an opportunity for
members to attend the National PRSSA Conference, where students from
all over the country come to meet
with professionals and network. This
fall the conference will rake place in
San Diego.
In addition to learning how to
better market themselves, PRSSA also
helps with local organizations.
This past spring, the group organized a fundraiser for the local Americarl Red Cross in the form of a concert. Everyone in the group helped
by scheduling bands, preparing
food, designing T-shirts and advertising through different outlets of the
media.
If students are unsure of what
they want to do as a career, PRSSA
carl also help students develop proper
skills that will be useful when a decision is made.
PRSSA meets every other Monday at 6 p.m., starting on Aug. 31 on
the cop floor of the Marrin Luther
King Jr. University Union in the Effingham Room. Interested students

sb.Qt.M ,cpp~a~ P\e. WPt;er Pr<tS~d.eP~

Tara 'Rosenb'auffi' at' prSsa..'eiti@gm:iiJ.
com.

WHO'S WHO AT EIU
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PRIDE I O RGANIZATIO N

BLACK STUDENT UNION I ORGANIZATION

·Pride hopes for
resource center
in the futu re
Originally ran May/, 2009
By BOB BAJEK
Staff Reporter

FILE PHOTO BY MOLLY CLUTTER ITHE DAILY EASTERN NEWS

Candace Collins, a senior graphics design major, celebrates winning the 2009 Miss Black EIU competition on Saturday night in the Grand Ballroom of
the Mart in Luther King Jr. University Union. Collins performed a gospel called "No Greater Love" during her talent portion of the pageant.

_BSU fosters student development
By DANA JACKSON
Staff Reporter

The Black Student Union was
established in 1967 after a group
of students protested, because they
felt there should be more diverse
organizations for African Americans on Eastern's campus.
Current BSU Adviser Keila
Lacy said the purpose of the organization is to foster studenr development through diversity, academics and social service programs.
"There are over 100 members
this year, the highest we have ever
had since the establishment," Lacy
said.
This is an organization that
has been established nation-wide,
and doesn't exist just at Eastern;
however, Eastern's BSU has been
acknowledged for its accomplishments from other BSU organizations at other schools.

''Black Student Union serves as an outlet
for academic service and social means for
African American students on campus:'
-

Demarlon Brown, current president of the
Black Student Union

"Black Student Union serves as
an outlet for academic service and
social means for African American
students on campus," said BSU
President Oemarlon Brown. "The
Black Student Union's purpose is
to cater to African Americans and
recognize how to help them deal
with their everyday issues."
The BSU holds close to 30
events a year in comparison to
ocher schools which may just have
two big events the whole year.
Some of Eastern's events include

the Miss Black EIU Pageant, academic forums, service events and
fashion shows.
Black Student Union is one of
the top Recognized Student Organizations on Eastern's campus,
and is an organization modeled
for African American Students on
campus.
It is not a fee-funded organization and there are no tuition waivers. The funds come from their
union party and the members'
dues.

Meetings are held every Monday starting at 6 p.m. in the Martin Luther King Jr. University
Union, and membership is $15.00
for the academic year.
"The way a student can get
involved with the Black Student
Union or any other organization
on Eastern's campus is to attend
Hall Council meetings to see what
is going on," said Vice President
Darius White. "When choosing
organizations within your major,
it is requested from your major
department that you be involved
with an activity in your major,
and also attending Pan thcrpalooza, an event that provides information about aU the organizations on
Eastern campus."
The BSU caters to the minority
student population but they still
encourage diversity involvement
amongst Eastern students and on
campus.

Eastern's adminisrrarion, EIU
Pride and Student Government are
looking into gaining a Lesbian, Gay,
Bisexual and Transgender resource
center on campus.
Mark Olendzki, srudem vice
president for Student Affair~·clect
and a member of Pride, said a new
resource center, whether it is a new
building or a rented room, would
mean so much to Eastern's LGBT
community.
"Members have expressed to me
that its important nor only in a logistical standpoint, actually having a
resource center, but it is important as
a symbol because right now the fact
that there is nothing besides things
at the Health Center to helping our
LGBT students, but there is nothing
specifically for them," Olendzki said.
"Even though this isn't true, it is the
perception that they are less important than other minority students."
Kirstin Bowns, vice president of
Pride, said one of the main reasons
Pride is pushing for a resource center is to help transgender students
adjust.
"That's always been the group
that has been put down the most
just because it is the least understood
among them," Bowns said.
Dan Nadler, vice president for
student affairs, said he has been
meeting for 18 months with faculty
and began to have conversations for
the need of resources and educational materials for the campus concerning LGBT issues.
Nadler appointed Lynette Drake,
director of Health Service, to head
the LGBTQA advisory committee
and see what resources are available
and what is needed. Drake's committee has four subcommittees focusing
on grants and funding, Web site presentation, re-instating the Safe Zone
Project and identifying and expanding current LGBT resources.
"We are working on a report
for this summer to submit to Or.
Nadler," Drake said. "We are in the
process of getting a grant for the reinitiation of the Safe Zone project."
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Martin Luther King, Jr.
University Union
EASTERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITYUI
Copy E~.;;....;;res...;;...;s;;..___
Full Color Copies
Transparencies
Binding
Design Work I Pre-press
Large Format Printing
& Laminating
Signs & Banners
Letterhead I Envelopes
Business Cards
Engraved Name Tags
& Name Plates

www.eiu.eduj-copyexp/
Fax(217)581-7064
(217) 581-3820 I 5334

Pantlier P~

Bowf!!Jg Lanes

Beverages
Snacks
Pretzels
Bulk Candy
Newspapers
Cake & Balloon Service

Open Lanes
Leagues
Classes
Billiards
Video Arcade
Bumper Bowling
Automatic Scoring
Cosmic Bowling

WWUJ.du.edu/-uftltm/sflmJ/ParttMrPantry.php

(217) 581-8314

Ticket Offi_ce_._
Cashier's Off~

www.eiu.edu/...union/bowlin.g1/bowling.php
(217) 581-7457

Bus Service
Special Event Tickets
Student Accounts
Housing Deposits
t.uWW.eiu.ccW,I-uniofl/lnal/ticbt_of!lce.php

(217) 581-5122

Union Bookstore
Gift Items
EIU Clothing
School Supplies
Art Supplies
Greek Merchandise
Computers
Software
Magazines
Greeting Cards
Shipping Service

www.eiubookstore.com
Fax(217)581-6625
(217) 581-5821

~

~~
UNIVERSITY

------------.

Campus Sdiedufi!'9
Meetings/ Conferences
camsched~iu.edu

(217) 581-3861

Business Operations
Student Employment
Family Weekend
*October 2, 3 & 4, 2009*

(217) 581-3616

Welcome Students!
Have an
awesome year!

CATCH A

LOCAL BARS

OVIE

Over 21 ? Check out
listings of t he local
bars of Charleston.

Will Rogers offers
newer movies at a
cheaper price.

SECTION C

BACK TO SCHOOL EDITION

CAMPUS I DOUD NA FINE A RTS CENTER

FILE PH OTO BY ROBBIE W ROBLEW SKI I TH E DAILY EASTERN NEW S

Students congregate in the main corridor of t he Doudna Fine Arts Center on Oct. 23 , 2008.

Doudna home to arts, music and theater
All majors can benefit
from the building where
plays, concerts are held

''We've set a bar with visiting artists that we can't
fall below... The level of quality and people we bring
in has to have a cultural impact on the institution:'

By JENNIFER BROWN

Staff Reporter
Doudna Fine Arts Center, which held its
grand opening in August 2008, was eagerly
awaited by faculty and students.
It's become a state-of-the-art home to
the art, music and theater departments who
have been waiting for top·norch resources
for more than nine years.
John Oertling, chair of the theater arts
depanment, said he believes that each student, regardless of their major, has a chance
to take advantage of the opportunities
Doudna has to offer.
"The Doudna represents opportunity,"
Oerrling said. "It reprc.~ents opportunity for
faculty and students to expre:;s themselves
and to grow as artists in producing theater."
Oerrling said one of the best features
of Doudna is that it's not just for fine arts
majors.

-John Oertling, chair of the theater arts department

While Doudna was being constructed, the theater arts program was located on
18th Street and only performed around five
productions a year.
Since moving inco the new facility, they
have more than doubled their level of performances.
"We've set a bar with visiting artists that
we can't fall below," said Oerrling. "The students and faculty around campus have been
able to participate with that. 'Jhe level of
quality and people we bring in has to have
a cultural impact on the institution."
This year, the theater arts department
will perform "Step on Crack" in October,
which is a children's play directed by Jean
Wolski.

In November, they'll have guest artist Bill Kincaid in "Shakesphere Tempest."
Kincaid is a specialist in advanced performance and will teach an advanced course in
acting and Shakesphere.
In December, there will be student
directed one-act plays. Students will choose
these during the summer. final selections
of scripts will be made over the summer so
students are ready for the fall.
For the spring semester, administrators
arc still searching for a visiting artist for
"Fiddler on the Roof." This musical will be
in conjunction with the music department.
Dan Crews, director, promotions and
publicity for the College of Arts and
Humanities, said that the music depart-

ment is still planning its fall schedule.
"It has been a really good year for us,"
Crews said. "Ic has lived up to our expectations and more so. We were our of the
building for six years, and it took them
three additional years to build it."
Crews said the departments haven't had
any problems in the new facility. The students have appreciated it because it has
facilities, such as theaters, concert and
recital halls, and art galleries for the student~.

While the departments were split up at
different locations, Crews and his staff were
located in McAfee Gymnasium.
"'Ihe dean, associate dean and their associates were located in Linder House on
Fourth Street," he said. "It was nice to be
back together."
Crews said the most satisfying aspect
about Doudna is watching the art of the
srudents. Anyone can watch the students
create art or rehearse for a music program,
and Crews said because of this, Doudna is
an active building.
Doudna is in and of itself, a work of art,
said Crews. There's studios where students
can create and nice expedition space.

~ATTO DO FOR FUN
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CITY I THEATER

Local theater hosts 'on the edge' plays
The Charleston Alley
Theatre is currently
in its 19th season
Originally ran Oct. 11, 2007

By STEPHANIE WENDT
Staff Reporter
Tanya and Leonard Wood
founded the Charleston Alley Theatre in 1991. After their deaths,
CAT board members formed a nonprofit organization and, with some
assistance, they were able w buy the
building, said CAT Director Jerri
Hughes.
"What makes the Charleston Alley Theatre special is that we like
to do interesting and different selections," Hughes said. "While we
know that the money can be found
in popular entertainment, we find
that a little too blase for out taste.
We like to do things that arc on the
edge, so to speak, as well as entertaining. Just different, you know?"
Duke Bagger, president of the
board, agrees with Hughes.
"We do the shows that nobody
else will do," he said. "They either
won't do them or can't do them."
CAT has limited seating for only
40 patrons.
"We try to keep it small and that
way it is easier to stay independent,"
Bagger said.
"It's a small theater, an intimate
theater," Hughes said.
CAT is now in its 19th season.
The remaining shows this season
are "Human Rock" by David Radavich, A Staged Reading of Beat Poets by Radavich and Bailey Young
and "Holiday Commcdia" by J.M.
Hughs.
Performances for "Human Rock"
will be on October 9-12 and 16-19,
the staged reading will be in the fall
and "Holiday Commedia" will be
on December 4-7.
Auditions for "Human Rock"
will be in August.
Previous CAT productions include the "Rocky Horror Show,"
"A Midsummer Night's Dream,"
"Dracula" and "A Christmas
Carol."
Andrew Szczecinski, a senior

FILE PHOTO BY ERIN MATHENY I ON THE VERGE

Monica Mazzaro, who played "Jessie," cleans a gun while Jeri Matteson, who played UMama,• watches from the other side of the table during a dress rehearsal
scene from "'Night Mother• at the Charleston Alley Theatre on Sept. 14, 2008.

NEXT PERFORMANCES

"While we know that the money can be found in popular
entertainment, we find that a little too blase for our taste. We
like to do things that are on the edge, so to speak, as well as
entertaining:'
-

Jerri Hughes, director of The Charleston Alley Theatre

philosophy major at Eastern who
played the mad scientist Dr. Frank
N. Furter in the "Rocky Horror Show," said the "Rocky Horror
Show" is not considered a cult classic by accident.
"'Ihe reason why it is a cult classic is because everybody loves it. We

got it all: we got transsexuals, bisexuals, lesbians, gays, heterosexuals.
It's just a rockin', rollin' good time,"
Szc-Lecinski said.
He ~aid everyone has worked
hard on their parts, and he has done
the same to play the part of Dr.
Frank.

"lrying to be a transsexual is very
trying for a heterosexual, let me tell
you," SLczecinski said. "'The directors taught us how to walk, and I
had to look in a mirror and imagine
myself with breasts. If you arc going
to come to the show, get ready to be
surprised, laugh hysterically and be

• Hum~~n Rock: October 9-12
and October 16-19
• A Staged Reading of Beat

Poets: Fall
• Holiday Commedia:
December 4-7
For more mformation go to www.
charlestonal/eytheatre.com

little molested ... emotionally."
cxrs has also done a play of
Mary Zimmerman's "Metamorphoses," which took place around and
in a pool of water.
"That is what I mean by doing something that isn't commonly
done," Hughes said.
•

lrn rn unization
Records Deadline
,.or Fall is August 24th!
Fin•s

r•t•asc-c~

Ocr-• .ath,
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SERVICE
For tnore information or questions
please call 217-581-3013.
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LOCAL I THEATER

1

1938 Will Rogers Theatre gives town Charm'
Origin11l/y ran Oct. 19, 2007

By BARBARA HARRINGTON
Staff Reporter
Jack Wyeth has always loved the
movies.
Wyeth, long-time Charleston resident, remembers when the Will
Rogers Theatre opened. He can
recall wanting to see "Marie Antoinette" at the theater when he was
in high school. Because he lived in
rural Charleston, Wyeth did not get
the chance to come into town to see
movies very often.
So, he asked one of his teachers if
he could be excused from classes for
the day to see the film.
"Well, it was a historic film,"
Wyeth said. "I thought I would give
it a try."
His teacher agreed to let him miss
school.
Much has changed since then.
Bob Harrison, manager of the
Will Rogers Theatre, said the movie house opened in 1938. The same
year Will Rogers opened, The Rex,
another theater on the square,
closed.
Harrison said the theater was
named after popular actor Will Rogers, who died in a plane crash in

FILE PHOTO BY ROBBIE WROBLEWSKIITHE DAILY EASTERN NEWS

Charleston residents Candice Connour and Ky le Schroeder watch a movie in Will Rogers Theatre Monday
Evening.
·

1935.
Before becoming an actor, Rogers
was a cowboy.
Wyeth said Rogers would perform rope tricks, lasso objects on
stage and tell jokes.
This led to Rogers' breakthrough
into film.
When it was originally built, the
Will Rogers Theatre was one large
cinema. Harrison said the art-deco
style fas:ade of the theater was a pop-

ular style during the Great Depression. The theater was also unique
because it was connected to a strip of
storefronts known as the "commercial block."
However, when Will Rogers was
bought by Kerasotes in the 1980s, it
was split into rwo separate theaters.
Another major renovation included dropping the ceiling, which originally had an art-deco style image
that resembled a fountain, Harrison

said.
Despite the renovations, Kit
Morice, curator of education at the
Tarble Arts Center, said the theater
still retains most of its original features: the double-staircase, outside
box office, light fixtures and mirrors.
Morice said she is glad the theater
still resetnbles its original form.
"It is part of the fabric of Charleston," she said. "It gives this town its
own unique sense of place - a cer-

tain charm."
Wyeth said when he was a child
and teenager, Saturdays were big
days on the Square. Parking was. and
still is, limited, so people would get
to the square early in order to get a
spot.
On Saturday nights, Wyeth said
Westerns were usually shown.
Wyeth and his older brother would go to the Saturday show
together, paying only 10 or 15 cents
a piece to see the film.
Although Wyeth still loves movies, he said he rarely goes to the theater now. However, he does indulge
his passion for film by watching classic movies on television.
Wyeth said even though he does
not go to movies much anymore, he
believes it is important to keep the
theater open because it is an important part of Charleston's history.
Jackie Wilen, a member of the
committee that helped get the Will
Rogers Theatre added onto the
National Register of Historic Places, agrees the theater is an impottant
Charleston landmark. She said she is
hopeful it will continue to stay open.
"It is one of the only theaters left
of its kind," Wilen said. "It's amazing that it is still here. We should be
thankful for that."

LOCAL I THEATER

Local man opens first Charleston drive-in in 25 years
Originally ran Sept. 5, 2008

By SAM SOTTOSANTO
Staff Reporter
Alphonso DiPietro remembe.rs
taking his wife and two children
to the drive-in theater back in the
1960s.
His oldest son sat in his pajamas
berween DiPietro, a math professor
at Eastern, and his wife. Meanwhile,
his daughter, only a few months old,
sat on his wife's lap.
Even as a family, he didn't make
going to the drive-in a habit.
DiPietro said he didn't go to
drive-ins very often because regular
movie theaters were more comfortable.

• • • • •
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"I can't believe the drive-ins are
fighting back," he said.
Now that Charleston has a drivein, DiPietro wonders how modernized it will be compared to the ones
in his past.
The Stardust Drive-In, Charleston's new drive-in theater, 375 N.
14th St. opened on June 27, 2008.
Mark McSparin is the owner, bur
his father, Carl, who has been in the
drive-in industry for more than 30
years, is the manager.
The drive-in industry hit its peak
in 1958, when 4,063 drive-in theaters were operational.
According to drive-in advocates
Kipp and Jennifer Sherer, who run
the Web site www.driveins.com, 405
theaters remained last year. In Illi-

nois, 13 theaters operated in 2007.
Kipp said growing up in Ohio,
he frequently attended drive-in theaters.
But as he and his sister considered opening a drive-in of their own
in the mid-1990s, they realized how
few remained so they put the Web
site together.
The McSparins have owned several drive-ins, bur recently sold them
and said they wanted to open one in
Charleston because they live here.
Many drive-ins across the country have been torn down to build
banks, Wal-Marts and Targets, the
Carl said.
"Even though it's declined from
its heyday, there is still a drive-in
audience," he added.

McSparin said the average age
group the drive-in has attracted
so far has been 30- to 50-year-old
patrons with children.
The Stardust Drive-In has struggled in its first couple of months,
McSparin said, partially because
of inclement weather and intense
storms that battered Charleston.
"We had a bad summer because
of that intense amount of rain,"
McSparin said.
The drive-in environment differs
greatly from other theaters, he said.
Some people come before the movie
starts and play with Frisbees in the
grass.
Some people bring pickup trucks
and sit in rhe back of them. Others
bring lawn chairs and kids in paja-

mas.
"Drive-ins try to show G and PG
movies to draw in a mom, a dad,
and rwo kids," McSparin said. "The
idea of a drive-in is to bring kids in
pajamas and !!lake them fall asleep."
However, now that Eastern srudents are here, McSparin hopes
there will be more young people
there. The McSparins have considered adding a second screen to the
theater.
Right now, double features on
the single screen cost $4. For information about Stardust, call 3458800 or to get show times, call 3455900.
- Staff Reporter Marco Santana
contributed to this report

Advetti,. Today

NEED A PLACE TO LIVE???
Call Cathy at 217-254-1311 or

Tom at 708-772-3711 for more information.

SUMMER SPECIAL: Receive $1 00 off (each person)
your last month's rent PLUS $75 your montl'lly rent.
Hurry, don't let this great offer pass you by!
l

www.hallbergrentals.com

(All rental units are on campus side of town and very close to school.)
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LOCAL I LINCOLN

CITY I WATER ACTIVITIES

SPRINGS RESORT

Resort offers
weekend,
day activities
Lincoln Springs has
paintball, golf, fishing
and water park
Originally ran Apri/2, 2007
By ERICA MORISCO
Staff Reporter

Jonathan Gosa, a senior recreational

Besides being home to the
tallest statue of Abraham Lincoln
in existence, Lincoln Spring~ Resort
also offers many outdoor adventures
for students and families on its 130acres of land.
Lincoln Springs Resort, which
opened in mid-May 2007, is a
destination cn:ared for family
vac:nions and daytime ouLings.
Lakes for fishing, paddle boating
or canoeing arc available with rental
equipment for each guest.
Food, beverages and bait are
available by the lake.
The resort also includes a Civil
War-themed paintball course. Guests
can bring their own equipment or
FILE PHOTO JTHE DAILY EASTERN NEWS
use rental equipment. Any team who
administration major, launches his boat at Lake Charleston as his dog, Benelli, has a d rink of water.
claims victory gets a certificate and a
photo taken with f.unous Civil War
generals.
Visitors can walk through Abe's
Garden, featuring a conservatory
with small kiosks that explain
different stages of Lincoln's life.
"There is a lot of Lincoln history
in Coles County so a lot of things
each night.
are about or relate to his era," said
Bates said anyone interested in
11
David Kirsch, the chief operations
swimming laps or relaxing should.
officer for Lincoln Springs.
"The pool is theirs," he said.
Activities like mini-golf and
The graduate assistant said
he used to swim on Tuesdays for
an 18-hole professional course are
- Justin Bosley, a sophomore undecided major, relaxation and because other people available to golf enthusiasts. The
landscape includes gradual hillsides,
were there, it was also a time to
said of Lake Charleston socialize.
streams and waterfalls.
Lantz pool was redone this year.
Inside is a family center
It may look the same, Bates said,
together and there will be room."
located in the front of the resort
Mattoon is the closest lake with a
complete with a gaming room with
public beach for swimming.
Lake Shelbyville has three public
but there is a new filtration sy$tem
and leaks were repaired.
Located south of Mattoon, the
a computer and console games
beaches that are open from 8 a.m.
stations.
lake offers a free place for students
to sunset. Stanford said the best
to swim.
time to swim is early morning or
Rotary Aquatic Center
An Incernet Cafe is also available
"If you're an outdoorsman, it's a
lace afternoon.
Eastern students visiting the
to keep in couch with friends and
family via e-mail. Guests can dine
good place to hang our and swim,"
"The middle of the day is the
Charleston Rotary Aquatic Center
said Joel Pittman of the Mattoon
best time to get burnt," she said.
tend to gravitate to the north end
at Lincoln Springs' restauran t, The
Parks department.
Because of its distance from
of the facility.
Stovepipe Grill, while staying at the
campus, as well as a busy schedule,
resort.
The lake will be open until
"We call that the EIU corner,"
Lake Shelbyville does not get many
said Gena Bunch, Rotary pool
Labor Day.
The Grill is a place to stop in
Visitors can also enjoy a variety
Eastern visitors.
manager.
and grab a snack and drink or for
of other activities at Lake Mattoon.
"After they (students) go back
Bunch said the north end is
sit-down dining.
They can have picnics, fish, boat
to school, they are too busy," said
For students or any guests that
deeper and students are always
may have traveled to the resort
or camp.
Gary Shea, Lake Shelbyville park
hanging out there.
ranger.
The aquatic center, located
and forgotten something, Lincoln
Lake Mattoon does not see
much of a college crowd, but the
Springs' Country Store offers
Lake Shelbyville also offers
at 920 17th St., was recently
remodeled and features a zero-depth anything from camping supplies to
lake has plenty to offer and is not
grills for cooking out, picnic areas,
children's pool, diving boards, water ice and sundries.
far away, Pittman said.
fishing and boating.
slide and permanent lap lanes.
There are also rwo state parks
The srocked fish at Lake
Ocher projects in progrc~
Mattoon include bass, bluegill,
that border Lake Shelbyville: Wolf
include a water park that will
Eastern students also gravitate
catfish and crappie.
Creek State Park and Eagle Creek
towards the zero-depth pool, which
include a zero-depth pool,
Eastern students most likely do
State Park.
waterslides and bumper boats.
is filled with water toys and does
not have boats but the fishing is just
"(There is) lovely scenery here
not exceed rwo feet.
Go-ka:ts and a petting 1.00 are
and there's more to do than swim,"
"It's fun for everyone," Bunch
as good along the shore, Pittman
also on the agenda as well as part of
Shea said.
said.
said.
the expansion of the resort.
The lake has a maximum depth
The lake is open until Sept. 13.
Bunch said che new lap lanes are
"We are expecting to open
a big feature of Rotary. The lanes
attractions as construction is
of35 feet and the average is 10.5
Lantz Pool
completed," said Sarah Miller, the
can be used anytime during the
feet. It is about four miles long and
half a mile wide.
Students primarily use the pool
pool's hours.
Marketing Coordinator for Lincoln
located in the Student Recreation
Although some students visit
Springs.
Rotary, Bunch said she does not see
Lincoln Springs is hoping to give
Lake Shelbyville
Center for exercising and relaxing.
a lot of them, but that it is a place
Eastern students a place to have fun
Although Lake Shelbyville
It is not used for playtime, but a
where students can relax and have
is about an hour away, Darla
time for students to cool off, relax
on the weekends.
Stanford, office manager of the lake, and swim laps, said Mark Bates,
fun.
"I can't wait until.Parent's
graduate assistant for the Student
Weekend. My family loves camping
Rotary pool will close after
said it is great for large groups.
so this is such a great opportunity,"
Labor Day weekend.
"You can have more friends and
Recreation Cencer.
have picnics at the beach and you
The pool has open swim hours
said Amanda Meyers, a junior early
can't at a pool," she said. "They
- StaffRqJortm Dylan Divit (lnd childhood education m ajor.
and Bates said Eastern students use
the facility a lot. He said about 20
(students) can have a good time.
Adam Testa contributed to this rrport
For more information or details
They can get a whole big group
to 30 students can be seen there
on events and attractions call34 5~~~--------------~--------~----~----------~---

Dive in to area lakes, pools
Originally ran Aug. 24, 2007
By KRISTINA PETERS
Staff Reporter
The summer heat is still present
and with swunru ng season near its
end, now is rh time to dive into
the cool wat~; •.
Charleston and the surrounding
area offer~ both indoor and outdoor
pools as well as lakes for those
wanting to takt lip.
They can dri1 . down the street,
stay on campus or even take an
hour road trip.
Administrators at the local pools
and lakes commonly see students
taking advantage of its facilities for
hanging out
However, '
students prefer
to use the time tor exercise.

Lake Charleston
Located off 18th Street, Lake
Charleston offers a serene peaceful
place for students to picnic, hike
and fish.
"A lot of people use it to just go
out and relax, {often) on Sundays,"
said Brian Jones, director of parks
and recreation for Charleston.
"They just lay around and watch
the birds."
The lake area offers several
fishing locations as well as a bikeriding trail.
"I know a lot of people who do
fish off the bank," Jones said.
Justin Bosley, a sophomore
undecided major, visits Lake
Charleston once a week during the
spring months.
"At the lake, I like to lose myself
and forget about school for a
while," he said.
The lake is open daily from 6
a.m. to 10 p.m.

Lake Mattoon
In p roximity to Eastern, Lake

At the lake, I like to lose myself and forget
about school for a while:'
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LOCAL I STATE PARK

Stroll through Fox Ridge's trails
Fox Ridge offers nine
trails that total14 miles
used for hiking
Originally ran Sept. 14, 2007
By JASON DUARTE

Staff Reporter
As summer nears an end and
autumn dawns upon us, the temperature will lower as we get closer
and closer to winter.
For those who like ro be outdoors without swearing profusely, something co do that's not only
physically, bur visually exciting, is
hiking.
Fox Ridge Stare Park offers 14
miles of trail, containing nine different trails.
"The park was started in 1939
by the Civilian Conservation
Core," said Art Jewell, fox Ridge
park ranger. "They helped pur in
the original eight miles of trail. 'The
eighr mile trail is a combination of
several rrails; Trail of Trees, Acorn
Avenue and parts of Riverview."
ln the late 1930s, rhc Civilian Conservation Core would carry a bag of gravel out onro rhe trail,
and wherever the last person would
dump their bag, they would dump
their bag there and go on, Jewell
said.
Aside from having many miles
ON THE VERGE
of scenic trails, Fox Ridge is known
Roger Hilzer of Charleston looks for the Eagles Nest trail in Fox Ridge State Park, south of Charleston on Rt. 130, Tuesday afternoon. •1 have
for its steep ridges and local wildnot been hiking much lately because of the hot weather, but today seems so much cooler and a lot nicer to go hiking,• Hilzer said.
life.
The most common animals
spotted are various birds such as
FOX RIDGE
turkeys, turkey vultures, pheasSTATE PARK
ant, hawks, owls and quails. Forest mammals such as deer, foxes,
• What Fox Ridge State
squirrels, raccoons and rabbits can
Park offers 14 miles of land,
also be seen at Fox Ridge, which
containing nine different trails
is located jusr eight miles south of
• When: Fox Ridge is open from
Charleston on Rt. 130.
7:30a.m. to 10 p.m. April to
Fox Ridge's hiking trails range
October
and 8:30 a.m. to sunset
from "easy" to "rugged" in difficulfrom November to March.
ty.
• Where: Fox Ridge is located
"Some of rhem, like rhe Rivereight miles south of Charleston
view are rugged rrails," said Jodi
on Rt. 130
McKinney, Fox Ridge's office coordinator. "It's a lirrle over five miles
long, so that's the longest trail. And
then we've gor some shore trails ing the inspections, they make
that are rwo-renths of a mile."
sure there are no large fallen tree
The steep inclines make for a branches on the trails and that the
wide variety of difficulties on the trails remain safe.
"A lot of times people come
rrails, though. The steeper ones fall
under the "rugged" category.
up and tell us, 'Hey there's a tree
"Our trails go through the branch in such and such place and
ravines our here," McKinney said. it's pretty big,' and chen we'll have
"Some of them are on a steeper to go down and clean it up," she
hill and some of them have a lot of said.
stairs."
Jewell takes care of the trails and
The Eagle's Nest trail contains makes sure they stay well kept and
over 100 stairs, and is considered that the park is clean.
"rugged."
"I do a little bit of everything,"
"You can get a good workout on Jewell said. "I help dean shower
them," McKinney said. "We have a buildings, shelters, restrooms and
lot of people come out and jog the things like that. I work on trails,
trails. The Riverview trail is really mow and pick up trash; chat sort of
PHOTO
ION THE VERGE
nice; it's very pretty because it goes thing."
Many of the trails at Fox Ridge have unmarked paths scattered throughout them that lead to interesting views
The park, however, does not and sites. Some of the trails are marked off because of construction, but there are plenty of trails to walk in the
along the river, and that's the one
that's five miles and it's rugged."
2.064 acres of land that Fox Ridge is locS~ted.
have a litter problem.
The park rangers maintain the
"We do keep trash cans down
trails, keeping them cut, dean and on the trail system and really, we it would not be safe at all. There's row around in on a nice day.
People of all ages and nearby
useable to the public.
don't have a lot of problems with no good way co ger down into the
Ridge Lake is open Memorial locations visit the state park.
"The Riverview trail we try co linering," McKinney said.
main trails system on a bike."
Day through Labor Day.
"We have people from Charlesmow at least once a month," JewAnother feature at Fox Ridge
Something Fox Ridge doesn't
The park provides boats, oars ton and Mattoon that come over,"
ell said. "We have a hcrse trail here allow is biking. The reason for this State Park is Ridge Lake. While and cushions, but prohibits anyone Jewell said. "We have high school
for equestrians. That gets mowed is the park wants to make sure the there are no trails around the lake, from bringing a motorboat.
classes come from Manoon or Kanabout every month or rwo months. trails stay nice.
people can walk along the edge.
Even though Ridge Lake is sea- sas, grade schools, college kids and
Whenever we do a trail inspection,
Not only does the wear from
Jewell said the reason there are sonal, the park is open all year families come. So it's a good comwe try to make sure what needs to biking make the trails difficult to no trails there is because of signs long.
bination."
be mowed. The rest of the trails are hike on but the park's many ravines going towards it that would make
It is open 7:30 a.m. ro 10 p.m.
In addition to hiking and row
very wide, so we don't need to mow make it dangerous as well.
placing a trail very difficult.
from April to October and 8:30 boating, Fox Ridge also offers volthem often at all."
"It is hard on trails,'' McKinThe lake, instead, serves mostly a.m. to sunset during the winter leyball nets, a basketball court,
McKinney added that dur- ney said. "Since we're in a ravine, as a place peopl~ can go to fish or months.
horseshoes and two softball fields.
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LOCAL I EATING

Listings of Charleston's restaurants, buffets, fast food
RESTAURANTS
Bangkock Thai Restaurant
1140 Lincoln Ave.
348-1232
Serves lunch and dmner
China Cafe
716 Jackson Ave.
345·8828
El Rancherito Mexican
Restaurant
819W Lincoln Ave.
345·5038
Lincoln Garden Family
Restaurant
703 Wlincoln Ave.
345·5070
Serves breakfast, lunch and
dinner; open 24 hours

Los Potrillos Mexican
Restaurant
1305 Lincoln Ave.
345-6440

What's Coo kin'
409 7th Street.
345-7427
Serves breakfast and lunch

Magic Wok Chinese Buffet
558 W Lincoln Ave.
348-1169

PIZZA

QQ Buffet (Chinese)
2138Woodfall Dr.
345·8838
Roc's Blackfront
4106th St.
348-8018
Serves lunch and dinner

South Side Cafe
614 Jackson Ave.
345-5089
Serves breakfast, lunch and
dinner

Are you
feeling
overwhelmed?
At wit's

We can help!
WalterDUI &
Couseling Services
1550 Douglas Dr. Suite 115
Charleston, IL 61920
(217) 348-DUIS (3847)
wdcs.myhosting247.com

Welcome

Back
EIU
students!
It's the
beginnning
of a great
year!
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Little Caesar's Pizza
3 W Uncoln Ave.
345-4743
Monical's Pizza
909 18th St.
348-7515

Big Tony's Villa Chicago
Style Pizzeria
430W Ltncoln Ave.
348·0880

Pagllal's Pizza
1600 lincoln Ave.
345-3400

Chubby's Pizza
215 Lincoln Ave.
348-5454

Papa John's Pizza
426 W Lincoln Ave.
348-8282

Domino's Pizza
677 Lmcoln Ave.
348-1626

Papa Murphy's Take 'n'

Jerry's Pizza
15084thSt.
345-2844

OTHER
Arby's
310 Lmcoln Ave.
348·5144
Boxa
453 Lmcoln Ave.
345·2692
Dairy Queen
20 State St.
345-'6886
OogN'Suds
1416 Lincoln Ave.
345-6446

Bake
431 W Uncoln Ave.
345-7272

Jimmy John's
315 lincoln Ave.
345-1075

Pizza Hut
1OS W Uncoln Ave.
348-8213

Joey's Place
850 lincoln Ave.
345-2466

KFCIA&W
2310 Lincoln Ave.
348-1106
McHugh's
4 Lincoln Ave.
345-1071
McDonald's
12 W Lincoln Ave.
348-02.15
Subway
600 Lincoln Ave.
348-6252
200 Lincoln Ave.
348-7827
Taco Ball
120 Uncoln Ave.
345-2050
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SAVE
ONLY

$20••• ORDER BY Aug

$99

xs

RENT••• FoR MtcRo·FRIDGE

Foa ENTIRE

YEAR

ANn SUPER PuacHAsE OPTioN

Buskie Rentals exclusively has the unique Micro-Fridge 8
Super Purchase Option for your EIU residence hall room.
The Micro-Fridge offers you a microwave, refrigerator and

..........

1"1.

..\

real freezer in one low amp unit. The rent is $99 rent (plus $25
refundable deposit) for the entire academic year if order by
Aug 18 or $119 rent (plus $25 refundable deposit) after Aug
18. Most students move to Greek or apartments their 2nd year.
Super Purchase Option inlo ® www.EasternFriqes.eom

1-: ~_:

-

1--.

N
I

AReal
0° Separate

Ordering 0 inlo www.EasternFridges.com

Freezer

Rental cost is only $49 50 per year

600 Watt

when shared with roommate
.

..... So why bother lugging one from home _
a nd back.

Super Purchase Option
HWikie Rentals offers all our customers the "Super Parctua.e
Option". Before your unit is returned at the end of the Spring
semester 2009, you may purchase your Micro-Fridge for only $89
balance, PLUS comes with a no hassle two year warranty.

\-

Microwave

Deluxe Black
Finish

-

"The Micro-Fridge transforms your

room to a micro apartment"
The EIU residence halls and staff are among the finest in the country
(over 50 schools served), however some kids opt for freedom off
campus and our Low Reat 1 Super Panb- Option offered by
Budde Rentala fits everyones needs whether or not they stay on
campus all four years.

Bu•kle Rentaa.
PO Box 691 • Charleston IL 61920

815-986-4789
www.EasternFrldges,com
Send Mall Orders to

The Only Real 'Zero Degree, Safe Freezer' on Campus

Huskle Order Center

PO Box 1010 • DeKalb IL 60115

At these Super Low Prices .••
Why bother lugging one from home

Toll Free 877..902-1794

Servlna EIU Since 1988

FREE DELIVERY DAY DORMS OPEN
Aug 20, 21 , 22 2009
CARMAN HALL 10:()0..4:15

On Edgar St southside Carmen

ANDREWS & THOMAS
10:00.-4:30
LAWSON & TAYLOR
10:00-4:15
UNCOLN. DOUGLAS & STEVENSON
1:00-5:00
PEMBERTON
6:00-6:15
FORD, McKINNEY & WELLER.
See lincoln Times

Parking Lot M-East of Dorms
Parkmg Lot W-On 4 111 St
South Parking Lot or 4 111 St

Front door
Go To Lincoln

WE WILL HAVE AMPLE STAFF AND DOLLIES AVAILABLE TO GET YOUR UNIT
TO YOUR ROOM. PLEASE REMEMBER TO MEET US DURING THE FREE
DELIVERY DAYS SCHEDULE LISTED ABOVE. IF YOU HAVE ANY QUESTIONS
PLEASE CALL US. AFTER AUG 22 PLEASE CALL TOLL FREE 877·902-1794

No Hassle Refund Policy
All units are fully guaranteed; we will
replace any defecti ve unit free of
charge. All scheduled deliveries and
pickups are free of charge. Full
refunds are available any time, for any
reason prior to delivery. After we
deliver your unit, if you cancel, partial
refunds will be available. To cancel,
just mail a letter to Huskie Rentals
posbnarked by September 5, 2009.

---------------------------------------------------Easter•• Dlinois Order Forna a ..lde lleatala • PO Box 691 .. Charteston ll 61920

Academic Year Rates

C

Micro-Fridge $12o4 ($99 Rent + $25 Depostt

s

~

~

A

e

m

o

Name - - - --__________________________________
-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- __
-H

PI•••• Mnd full amount (see underlined amount)
to reserve, for the amount for the unit chosen.

Horne City Se.te ZJp - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - -- - - - - -- -- - Home~el~hone

__________________________________

If postmarked by Aug 18

C

Micro-Fridge $144 ($119 Rent+ $25 Deposit

....---.............

Student Cell Phon•--------

----------------

Stuclent e-m.ll ____________________

_ _ _ __

If postrn.rtc.ed .ttar Aug 18

please order at

Res.. Hall Name & RM • (If known) - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Campus Phone (If

known)----------- - -- -

Move-In date (If known) -~----------------------

Full refunds ant available any time, for any reason prior to delivery. After your unit is delivered if you canoe! generous partial refunds will be

ava~abte.

Save $20 on Your Micro-Fridge Order if Podmarked by Aug 111, 2009

Didn't reserve? Meet our delivery schedule
-we usually have extras

..

..

--1!11
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LOCAL I MUSIC

Charleston's music hot spots
By CHRIS ESSIG
Staff Reporter

Its location in the heart of campus
and the relaxed atmosphere are defiantly advantages though, he said.
On average, University Board
will hold 15 concerts at the venue
throughout the year, many of which
are open-mic competitions, said Lauren Phillips, University Board mainstage coordinator.

Charleston's music scene is thriving. After the opening of the Doudna Fine Arts Center last summer
and the emergence of the Charleston
music scene, concerts in the area have
become more frequent and more
popular. Fortunately for students,
the venues are as diverse as the bands
themselves.

Grand Ballroom
While the Grand Ballroom is used
more frequently for banquets, fashion shows and plays, the prestigious
venue, located on second floor of the
Union, holds a few concerts a year.
The ballroom extends straight our
from the stage, allowing for a la15e
audience. Block said the ballroom is
a "warm" environment and has good
acoustics. But unlike the halls in the
fine arts center, there is no theatre
searing in the ballroom.
Open-mic finals take place in the
ballroom, Phillips said, as well as other various concerts.

Doudna Fine Arts Center
The newest venues on campus are
inside the Doudna Fine Arts Center,
which will be celebrating its one-year
anniversary in August. Public concert halls inside rhe building include
the Dvorak Concert Hall, the Recital Hall and the Mainstage Theatre, all
located on the first floor.
The concert hall is the largest venue inside the building and is where
the Eastern Symphony Orchestra, the
EIU Choral Ensembles and the EIU
Wind Symphony play.
The venue isn't the best acoustically - partially because its metal panels bounce sound around the hall but it works well for large ensembles, said Mike Block, member of the
jazz ensemble, wind symphony and
jazz combos. He also plays tenor saxophone in The Scaff Blues B~nd, an
eight-piece blues outfit consisting of
Eastern students.
The Dvorak Theatre also has a
stare-of-the-art sow1d system, traditional theatre seating and a large
· stage, making it idc-.U for the orches-

Local bars

tra.

Another place to play inside the
fine arts center is the Recital Hall,
used frequently for solo performanc-

es.
Because of the glass panels inside,
the hall does gives off a "boomy"
sound when performing. Block said,
making it difficult for ensembk--s to
perform there.
"Boomy" is a term used to describe
sound that bounces a lot and blends
together as a result, Block said.
But the room is good for evaluating a musician's intonation, he said.
Recently, the jazz big band started playing in the Mainsrage Theatre, used predominately by the theatre department. Block said the theatre has the best acoustics of the three
stages, partially because its wooden panels help absorb some of the
sound.. It is also the perfect size for
the big band.
In all, the Doudna Fine Arts Center is the most popular place on cam-

FILE PHOTO ITHE DAILY EASTERN NEWS

Eastern alumnus Alex Nicol sings the opening song for Battle of the Bands with the band Howard on Apr. 16
in the 7th Street Underground of the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union. The five bands that competed at
Battle of the Bands were AJ Schubert, Howard, learn to Fly, Little Boy Jr. and MugWump Specific.

pus for Eastern functions.
"We just got it, so we're going to
use it," Block said.

7th Street Underground
A popular spot for Eastern bands

to play on campus is 7th Street
UndergroW1d, located in the basement of the Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union. The venue features
a rounded stage and a lounge area in
the back with flat-screen televisions

and computers. However, the sound
leaves something to be desired.
Because of the room's low ceilings
and brick walls, the venue also gives
off a "boomy" sound but has poor
acoustics, Block said.

During the weekends, many
Charleston bars feature live music. A
few of the most popular places to play
are Mad Hatter's, Mac's Uptowner,
Friend's and Company, and Top of
the Roc's.
Weekends at Mad Hatter's typically feature Eastern bands, while Top of
the Roc's features some Eastern bands
and out-of-town bands and Mac's
Uprowner features mostly out-oftown bands, ranging from bluegrass
outfits to jam bands. Friend's and
Company has a healthy dose of both.
Block said the band gets its best
reception at Mad Hatter's, partialty because it's close ro campus. There
is no stage for the band, so attendees
rend ro.dance right next to rhe band.
Fans also note that the owners tend
to find good bands, not just popular
bands.
·~c some of the other places, it's
all about who can sell the most beer.
I feel it's a little different at Hatter's,"
said Jacob Unterberger, freshman
elect~onic media major.
Friend's and Company has a back
section in the bar devoted solely to
live music, with a large stage and
plenty of room. The bar also has its
own sound guy and PA system.
Top of the Roc's also has a stage,
but it's much smaller. In fact when
The Staff Blues plays there, the lead
singer usually srands on the floor
while the rest of the band occupies
the stage. The acoustics at the bar are
the best in town, Block said.

LOCAL I BARS

Listings of the Charleston bars
Panther Paw Bar and Grill

Friends and Co.

Ike's

14124thSt.
345-7849

509 Van Buren Ave
345-2380

409 Uncoln Ave
(217) 345-4977

Roc's Blackfront and
Lounge

Mad Hatter's

Mike lr Stan's
504 Monroe Avenue

Stu's

Mac's Uptowner

1419 4th St
345-5135
The Station
611 Monroe Avenue
348-8055

623 Monroe Ave
345-4622

Jerry's

Mother's

345-2844
1508 4th Street
345-2844

500 Monroe Ave
(217) 345-2171

4106th St
348-8018

Lefty's Holler
727 7thSt
345-2522

217-348-1200
1405 4th street

Marty's
16664th St
345-2171

FILE PHOTO JTHE DAILY EASTERN NEWS

Patrons of the newly re-opened Stu's, now located where Club 217 was, enter
the building on Feb. 20.
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TOP COACH

Check out a guide
to the top 1o- athletes
to watch this fall

Baseball coach Jim
Schmitz was named
Coach of the Year
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BASKETBALL I SEASON RECAP

OVC BRINGS JOY, HEARTBREAK
Women's team
wins big, but loss
to Austin Peay ends
tournament hopes

These sports are offered at Eastern.
There are also lntramurals and facll~
ities for casual games.
• Men's and women's basketball
• Men's and women's golf
• Men's and women's soccer
• Men's and women's track
• Men's and women's tenniS
• Men's and women's swimming
• Men's and women's cross country
· • Men's football
• Men's baseball
· Women's rugby
·Women's softball
• Women's volleyball

By COLLIN WHITCHURCH
Staff Reporter
The Eastern men's and women's
basketball teams achieved success in
the 2008-09 season in quite different ways.
The women's team came into the
year expecting to compete for an
Ohio Valley Conference Championship and did just that - finishing
second to Murray State in the regular season and advancing to the
OVC Tournament championship
game before losing a 69-65, double overtime heartbreaker to Austin Peay.
Despite the season-ending loss,
the season was viewed as a success
on many levels. The women compiled a program-record 20 game
home-winning streak, set a Division I program record for overall
wins with 24 and saw now-graduated forward Rachel Galligan break a
bevy of records.
Galligan finished her senior season with 1,891 career points, breaking Nancy Kassebaum's school
record of 1,807. She also became
Eastern's single-season scoring
record holder and holds all-time
records in blocked shots, free throw
attempts and free throws made.
She was also one of 10 national finalists for the Lowe's Senior
CLASS Award.
Including Galligan, head coach
Brady Sallee graduates five seniors
from the 2008-09 squad, including
four starters. Senior forward Maggie K1oak and senior guard Ashley

Eastern
sports

INTRAMURALS
• CoRee Softball
• CoRee 8asketb~ll
· Soccer
· Dodgebatl
• Flag football
·Bowling
• Volleybalt
· Wiffleball

CAMPUS I RECREATION

FILE PHOTO BY ERIC HILTNER I THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS

Rachel Galligan, senior fo rward, hugs Marie Baker, junior f orward, after the women's basketball team defeated Tennessee Tech d uring t he Ohio Valley Conference Championship game on March 3 at Lantz Arena.

Thomas, both reserves this season,
are expected to enter the starting
lineup next season to join incumbent starter, red-shin senior guard
Dominique Sims.

Men's team improves wins
The men's team made great
strides during the 2008-09 sea-

son, improving by five wins from a
year ago and finishing with a 12-18
record. They earned their first trip
to the OVC Tournament since 2005
before falling to Austin Peay 57-54
in the tournament's first round.
The men's team did make a big
splash in recruitment as they signed
power forward Shaun Prad from

Oak Lawn's H. L. Richards High
School to a letter of intent during
the early signing period.
Prad - a 6-foot-8, 230-pound
two-time All-State performer - was
the lone recruit of head coach Mike
Miller's class and is expected to be a
big pan of the Panthers' game plan
next season.

Disc golf
course
attracts
students
Built in 2007, course
benefits both serious,
casual players

BASEBALL I SEASON RECAP

Originally ran Aug. 23, 2007

Offense key in tournament race
By COLLIN WHITCHURCH
Staff Reporter
After winning the Ohio Valley Conference Tournament Championship in 2008 and advancing to the NCAA
Regionals, the Eastern baseball team picked up right where
they left off in 2009, beginning the season 32-10 and sitting
in first place in the OVC entering the final two weeks of the
regular season.
The Panthers' offense averaged more than 10 runs per game
through the first cwo months of the season, belting a clubrecord nine home runs in a victory over Indiana State on April
8.
Now-graduated center fielder Brett Nommensen emerged
as one of the best hitters, leading the nation in batting average at .521 before breaking a bone in his wrist on April 10,
cutting his season short.
Left-handed pitcher Tyler Kehrer also emerged as a legitimate professional prospect, throwing a complete game, onehit shutout with 14 strikeouts against Southern IllinoisEdwardsville on April 26.

FILE PHOTO BY AUDREY SAWYER ITHE DAILY EASTERN NEWS

Red-shirt f reshman Mike Martin pitches during the game against Blackburn College on April l 5 at Coaches St adium.

By BARBARA HARRINGTON
Staff Reporter
After one spring of construction and $15,769, Eastern is on
par with Southern Illinois, Western Illinois and Illinois State Universities.
.
Disc golfers can play on the
nine-hole course for recreation or
competition.
The student senate approved
the course in February 2007, and
construction began that spring and
was completed over that summer.
Levi Bulgar, student executive
vice president at the time, said he
believes the money allotted for the
course was money well-spent.
The universicy already had the
space for the course, and Bulgar
liked the idea of bringing an upand-coming sport to campus.

»

SEE DISC GOLF, PAGE 3D
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SOCCER I SEASON RECAP

Soccer teams struggled in spring
Men's game against nation's
No. 2 team highlight of year
By COLLIN WHITCHURCH

Staff Reporter
Borh rhe men's and women's soccer reams
experienced their share of struggles in 2008.
Offense was aplenty for the men's team,
but, unfortunately, defense was not, as they
finished the season 5-11-3 and 0-5-0 in the
Missouri Valley Conference.
One of the highlights for the men's team
was battling with Creighton- the nation's No.
2 ranked ream - for most of the game before
ultimately falling 5-3 at Lakeside Field.
Now-graduated forward Brad Peters starred
for the men's team in 2008, posting his thirdconsecutive I 0-goal season and was named to
the All-MVC first team after leading the conference in goals.
Now-graduated defender Adam Gartner
was named an ESPN th~ Magazin~ Academic
All-American and was one of 10 national finalists for the Lowe's Senior ClASS Award.
Junior forward Alex Harrison is the top returner for the men's soccer team next season.
While rhe men's ream struggled to stop
reams from scoring, the women's team struggled to get the ball in the goal.
The women's team finished 3-14-2 in 2008,
including 3-4-1 in the Ohio Valley Conference.
They struggled mrough a I 0-game scoreless draught midway through the season, but
finished the season 3-1-1 to earn a bid to the
OVC Tournament, where they lost to Morehead State in the first round, 2-1.
After the season, head coach Tim Nowak
resigned to take an assistant coaching job at
Arkansas.
The athletic department hired former Alabama-Birmingham assistant Summer Perala to
lead the program and she will begin her first
season at the helm this fall.

FILE PHOTO BY AMIR PRELLBERG I
THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS

Senior forward Pam Melinauskas goes for a
header against Eastern Kentucky on Oct. 10 at
Lakeside Field.
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FILE PHOTO BY AMIR PRELLBERG I THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS

Former senior forward Brad Peters tries to get past Central Arkansas defender Andrew O'Brien on Sept. 20 at Lakeside Field.
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L ASER ENGRAVING
Trophies, Plaques, Awards & Gift Items
DOUGHMAKER PANS & ENGRAVED LIDS

SCREEN PRINTING
Shirts, J ackets, Bags, Caps and More

VISIT OUR WEBSITE
www.nancyslettering.com
e~mail

. nancys@consolidated.net

Phone 217-345-6007

1115 Lincoln Ave.

Fax 217·348-6000
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[D.p!ily Restaura~t• •
homestyle cooking
daily specials

Servinq lunch and dinner,

•
Open 7 Days a Week 5 am -10 pm

and the lin est breakfast anytime! Open Friday & Saturday 24 hours!
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TRACK I SEASON RECAP

Boey, Holm break school records in 2009
60-meter dash time,
800-meter run among
broken records; .
both teams win at OVC
By COLLIN WHITCHURCH
Staff Reporter

Accolades were aplenty for both
the men's and women's track teams
in 2009.
Leading the way was red-shirt
sophomore Zye Boey and nowgraduated David Holm.
Boey broke several school
records last season, including the
60-meter dash rime, which he
achieved in 6.66 seconds, which
ranked him third in the nation,
qualifying him for nationals.
Holm broke an Eastern record
in the 800-meter run and also
qualified for nationals in College
Station, Texas, where he placed
12th.
Boey was disqualified at nationals after a false start.
Both the men's and women's
teams won the Ohio Valley Conference Championship during the
indoor season.
The women's ream was led by
senior thrower Kandace Arnold.
Arnold won the individual title
at the OVC Indoor Championships in both the weight throw and
the shot put.
FILE PHOTO BY ERIN MATHENY I THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS

Former Eastern senior mid-distance runner David Holm rests after placing second in the me-n's mile during the Ohio Valley Conference Indoor Track
and Field Champion~hips on Feb. 28 in Lantz Fieldhouse. Holm also ran the 800-meter run at the national championships.

For more on Boey and Arnold,
see page 7.

TENNIS I SEASO N RECAP

>> Disc _9!)lf
FROM PAGE 1 D

"It will get a lor of students who wouldn't normally go
to the (Student Recreation Center) our there," he said.
"Before, people who played Frisbee golf or frolf, as some call
it, would have to travel 30-40 minutes away to play."
Disc golf is similar to regular golf in terms of rules.
The object of the game is to get through the course with
as few "strokes" as possible, but instead of putting a ball
into a hole, players throw a disc into a target or basket.
To help a player successfully make par, there are several types of discs available: a basic disc, a putting disc and
a disc that curves to one side as well as a heavier. driving
disc.
"(The game) can be as sophisticated as you want," said
Ken Baker, director of Campus Recreation.
For those who are new to the game, there is a practice
basket across from Taylor Hall, which serves as a sort of
"driving range."
Players can work on developing skills such as distance
and aim before trying out the course.
Baker said since the completion of the project he has
seen players out on the course regularly.
"Even over the summer, we had a league develop," Baker said.
Baker and Bulgar both expect the popularity of the
course to increase.
''I'm hoping more people will say 'Hey, let's go try this.
It's something new. It's something fun,"' Bulgar said.
The course is open to everyone, and there are no tee
times, sign-ups or fees to play.
It is located just south of the campus pond, near the
intramural fields.
Discs and score cards are available in the Rec Center.
Scorecards are also available at the first tee.

FILE PHOTO BY KAROLINA STRACK ITHE DAILY EASTERN NEWS

Senior Jordan Nestrud receives a serve from a Morehead State player during the March 22 tournament at the Darling
Courts.

"I'm hoping more people will
say 'Hey, let's go try this. It's
something new. It's something

fun:"

By COLLIN WHITCHURCH
Staff Reporter

-Levi Bulgar,
forn:a~r stud~nt

Doubles pair gets OVC win

body president

The now-graduated do4bles pair
of Jordan Nestrud and Vuk Milicevic was the highlight of the season for

Eastern's men's and women's tennis
teams in 2009.
The pair finished the season 14-2
overall and 5-2 in Ohio Valley Conference matches, including an upset
of74rh ranked Jacksonville State.

Both the men's and women's teams
advanced to the OVC Tournament as
the sixth seed, but both bowed out in
the fi rst round, w_ith the men losing
to Tennessee Tech 4-1 and the women
losing to Murray State 4-0.
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FOOTBALL I SEASON RECAP

FILE PHOTO BY ERIC HILTNER I THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS

Mon Williams,

a red-shirt junior running back, stiff arms senior defensive end Taylor Dunn during an intrasquad scrimmage on April11

at O'Brien Stadium.

Football's high hopes end in disappointment
By COLLIN WHITCHURCH
Staff Reporter

The Eastern football team had high
hopes entering the 2008 season but were
disappointed a~ they finished 5-7,2-5 in

the Ohio Valley Conference.
They also missed the playoffs for the
first time in four years.
The Panthers will welcome transfer Mon
Williams to a loaded backfield that already
features sophomore Desmine Warm, who

stepped up in several ways in 2008.
Eastern also saw one of its former
players, defensive end/linebacker Pierre
Walters, become the second player in as
many years co enter the National Football
League. He signed an undrafted free agent

contract with rhe Kansas City Chiefs.
Former wide receiver Micah Rucker did
the same last season, signing a contract with
the Pittsburgh Seeders.
Rucker is currently with the New York
Giants.

CROSS COUNTRY I SEASON RECAP

Cross Country teams
had tough finishes

at meets .last season
By COLLI!"i WHITCHURCH
Staff Reporter

KAROLINA STRACK I THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS

Brad Butler completes the final stage of the four-mile race at the Walt Crawford Alumni Meet on Sept. 6.

Both the men's and women's
cross country teams struggled
throughout the 2008 season, with
neither ream finishing higher than
third in any meet.
The men's best finish came
at the EIU Panther Invite on
September 12 when they finished
third.
Now-graduated Brad Butler

was the cop finisher for the men's
team in that race with a time of
25:45.58, good enough for sixth
place overall.
The women's ream's top finish
came at the Ohio Valley Conference
Championships in Cape Girardeau,
Mo., where they finished in fifth
place.
Senior Erin O'Grady was the
top finisher for the women in that
meet, taking 18th place with a time
of 18:48.80.
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RUGBY I SEASON RECAP

Rugby

sees
more

success
By COLLIN WHITCHURCH

Staff Reporter
The Eastern rugby team completed their second undefeated
season in school history last season, its first since 2002.
The Panthers posted six shutouts throughout the season.
Their closest contest came in
their second match - a 26-21
victory over Iowa State.
Now-graduated Samantha Manto was the star all season for the
Panthers.
She set a school record in
points (665), trys (133) and runs
of more than 20 yards with 113.

BY KAROLINA STRACK ITHE DAILY EASTERN NEWS

Sophomore flanker Tiffany Kennedy prepares to get lifted during practice on Sept. 24.

SWIMMING I SEASON RECAP

Swimming has
record-breaking year,
new recruits join
Fall 08, Spring 09 was the first year
for head coach Matt Bos
1

1

By COLLIN WHITCHURCH

Staff Reporter

FILE PHOTO BY KELLY CREMENT I THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS
Sarah Jones, a junior elementary education major, swims freestyle against St. Louis University on Feb. 7 in Lantz
Arena's Ray Padovan pool.

Several school records fell in a successful season for the men's and
women's 1.wimming teams, their first under new head coach Matt Bos.
The men finished in third place at the Summit League Championships and saw the 200-medley relay team set a new school record on
both the men's and women's side.
Bos signed nine new swimmers to this year's squad and looks to
improve the team with an abundance of youth and experience next
season.

Think Your Landlord Will Replace
our Stuff If Something Happen To
It (Fire, Theft)?
l, 2, & 3 BR
Apartments
still available
for Fall 2009
• Furnished
• Dishwasher
• Cenrral A/C • On-site

Think Again .....
Call 708-499-1077 for a Free Renters
Insurance Quote!

Call for info or appointments

348.1479
Coming soon: www.tricouncymg.com

Located on the corner of 7fh
& Grant next to the UnioJJ

For about 30-50 cents a day (on average) you can protect your
ersonal t>elongings (clothes, furnitureelectronics, anything you
moved our rental unit

• •••••••••••••
•
•• STARDUST:
• DR I UE-1 N THEATRE •
•• 375 N. 14th St • ••
Charleston
•
••
••
•
• 2 Great Mouies ••
for $4.00
•
•••
•
Party Room Ruailable
•
•
(549- 8814)
•
••
Call 217-345-5988 for
• show Information ••
•
• www.Z 1stclnemas.com ••
•
•
••••••••••••••
• • Oiscount
• • • • •
• MlcroFridges •
• for EIU Rooms •
near Old Trail mobile factory

• Easter"Fridges.cottt •
•
•
• See full page •
• of this Issue •
• • • •
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GOLF I SEASON RECAP

Women's golf wins individual title for first time
By COLLIN WHITCHURCH

Staff Reporter
Now-graduated women's golfer
Carrie Riordan took the individual title at the Ohio Valley Confer-

ence Tournament in April, making
her the first Eastern golfer to win
an individual title in program history.
Riordan shot a 14-over-par-230
to win the tournament by two

strokes, while the women's ream
finished in fifth place overall for
the tournament.
The women's golf team won
one tournament during rhe season, capturing the Loyola of Chi-

cago Invitational April 14.
The men's team climbed out of
an early hole to finish in seventh
place at their own Ohio Valley
Conference Tournament in April.
Sophomore Gino Parrodi was

SOFTBALL I SEASON RECAP

one of the bright spots for the
men's team last season. Parrodi
finished tied for 24th at the OVC
Tournament and was named to
the OVC All-Newcomer Team for
2009.

INTRAMURALS

I

SEASON RECAP

Students
register for
intramurals
online
STAFF REPORT

FILE PHOTO BY ERIN MATHENY ITHE DAILY EASTERN NEWS

Freshman catcher Hailee Hanna tags out Butler's Erin Falkenberry at home plate on April 2 at Williams Field.

Softball started strong, finished weak last season
By COLLIN WHITCHURCH

Staff Reporter
The Eastern softball team started the 2009
season incredibly optimistic, starting 7-0 and
winning the season-opening New Mexico State
Classic.
However, a late-season slide had them fight-

ing for an Ohio Valley Conference Tournament
berth in the final week of the season.
The Panthers dropped 11 straight games from
April 14 through April 29 to drop to sixth place
in the league as it entered the final series of the
weekend.
The Panthers did get a strong performance all
season out of junior pitcher Amber May.

May, a transfer from Heartland College, was
the Panthers' ace all season, compiling the second-most innings pitched in school history and
winning OVC Pitcher of the Week during one
week of the season.
Senior outfielder Oenee' Menzione also
starred for the Panthers, tying the school record
for career home runs.
Royal Heigh IS Apartnl)hl$
1509 S 2nd Str(>f!t (behind Subway}
email: lsro:zcketaol.com

Students who want to get
involved with intramurals have the
option of registering rheir teams
and members online.
It's a simple process.
Prospective athletes can log on
to eiu.imtrackonline.com and follow the steps.
They need their £-number and
the corresponding password, which
is the person's e-mail password.
All sports teams should be able
to register as of now barring any
difficulties, according to intramural sports director Kevin Linker.
This year's version of registering is slightly different.
It's an upgraded version called
IMOnline 2.0.
"Everyone I talked to said it
was good," Linker said.
The £-numbers make the process smoother, Linkler said.
Registration was more difficult
prior to 2007, he said, because
students used their Social Security
numbers as their school identification number.
That made it difficult for both
the intramurals staff and the student to register because the Social
Security numbers didn't always
match up with the system.

Buying Whole or Broken
Gold, Silver & Platium
Based off of NYNY Metal Market

Lower rates available on 2 & 3 bedroom
apartments for 2009
• Central NC, Dishwasher, Furnished
• Free Garage Parking

• 1.5 baths in each apartment
• Model Open 1-4 p.m.

Stop by or Call for Info & Appointments 345-0936
Ask About Our
Bonus!

-iiiiiiii
Oiscount
• MicroFridges
•
• for EIU Rooms •
• EasterttFridges.cottt •
•
•
• See full page •
• of this issue •
• • • • • • •

Jewelry * TVs
Electronics * DVDs
LapTops* Musical
Instruments * Video Games
& Systems * Coins

MOST ANYTHING
OF VALUE

XXX Adult Room XXX
Dvds, Mags, Glass Pipes
18 to enter. Photo ID w/0.0.8
Eastern I D's DONT show 0.0.8.

Mon-Fri 11am-6pm
Saturday 11 am-4pm
Sunday CLOSED

Boston

Suede

Taupe, Black, & Mocha
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Top Panthers strive for success
In the 2009-2010 season, these five female and five male athletes who could have break-out seasons

ALEX HARRISON

MAGGIE KLOAK

In the 2008 men's soccer season at Eastern,
sophomore forward Alex Harrison was one of
two team members to starr all 19 games.
Entering his junior yc:ar, Harrison will have
a record high of starting 23 consecutive games.
He holds MVC All-Freshman Team acquired
in 2007 and in 2008, Honorable Mention
Ali-MVC and MVC Offensive Player of the
Week in September. In the MVC, Harrison is
second in assistS, third in points and fifth in
goals. He explains how his father influenced
his sportS career. "He h~ always been there to
support me from a young age," Harrison said.

In women's basketball, junior forward Maggie Kloak averaged 8.5 points per game while
playing an average of 16 minutes per game.
She was second on the team in blocked shots
and fourth on rhe team with rebounds. Kloak
recently received the 2008 Panther Scholar Athlete Eastern Award which is given for
having a GPA of 3.5-3.74. "My two brothers,
Dan and Kevin, are a big reason why I play
basketball. I grew up watching them play, and
they love watching my games and cheering
me on," Kloak said.

JEFF RUTHERFORD

HAILEE HANNA

In men's tennis, junior Jeff Rutherford was
voted First T<.-am Ali-OVC as a sophomore.
Rutherford went 13-8 overall at No. 1 and
No. 2 singles. In doubles, he earned an 8-6
overall record and 5-2 OVC tally. In his freshman year, he had the most wins on the men's
team with a 15-5 record. Head Coach John
Blackburn said, "Jeff had a breakout sophomore season, stepping into the No. 1 singles
position and having an outstanding year in
that spot, which included winning some key
matches. We look forward to his continued
leadership this coming spring."

Hailee Hanna is a freshman catcher for
Eastern's softball team. While attending high
school in Newbury Park, CA, she was a fouryear varsity-letter winner and team MVP in
2008. She was also a four-year scholar athlete
and on the honor roll. Hanna has also played
for the 18-and-under (gold) Pacific Coast
Predators and was team captain from 20062008.

TJ.MARION

KANDACEARNOLD

Junior T.J. Marion, a guard for the men's
basketball ream, helped his team rank 5th
in the nation in defense. Marion also helped
his team advance to the second round of the
NJCAA Nacional Tournament in 2007. As a
sophomore, Marion averaged 10.7 points, 4. 9
rebounds, 3 assists, and 1.8 steals per game.

In women's track, Kandace Arnold is a
junior thrower. During the 2008 indoor season, Arnold was named to the first team AliOVC in shot pur and second· team AJI-OVC
in weight throw. Arnold set the school record
in weight throw ar 58-06.75 at OVC championships and ranks third on the career shot
put list with 48-03.50. Arnold was also fiN
ceam All-OVC in shot put and discus ac 2008

JOSH MUELLER

SAM BALEK

Josh Mueller is a sophomore pitcher for
Eastern's baseball team. In 2009, Mueller
starred game one of every EIU weekend series.
In 2008, Mueller appeared in 16 games and
scarred in 15 of them, an OVC-best. Mueller
had 79 strikeouts, which ranked as the third
most by an Eastern pitcher. In OVC rankings,
Mueller is first in game:. started, second in
strikeoutS and third in oppnent's batting average. In national rankings, he is 40th in strikeours per nine innings.

OVC Outdoor Championships.
In women's soccer, Sam Balek is a red-shirt
freshman defender. Balek transferred to Eastern at the beginning of the spring semester in
2008 from Arizona State University. In 2008,
she scarred all 19 games, one of two players to do so at Eastern. Balek led the t<.-am
in minutes played, averaging 89 minutes per
game. In October 2008, Balek received OVC
Defender of the Week. She ended her 2008
season having played 781 consecutive minutes.

ZYEBOEY

CAITLIN
NAPOLEON I

Freshman Zye Bocy is a sprinter on the
men's indoor track ream. Boey placed first in
OVC championships in the 200-meter with a
time of 21.54 seconds. He also set two personal records of 60 meters in 6.66 seconds
and 200 meters in 20.93 seconds.

Caitlin Napolconi, a sophomore member
of the women's cross country team, ran in all
seven meets in 2007. In 2008, she ran 5.000
meters and a steeplechase in outdoor track. Ar
the OVC Outdoor Championships in 2008,
Napoleoni placed second in the steeplechase
with a time of ll:40.98, which ranks 8rh all
rime ar Eastern.

--lillla

MEET THE PANTHERS
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In his 15th year at the helm of the Eastern baseball program, Jim Schmitz has brought the Panthers to national prominence. After winning the Ohio Valley Conference Tournament Championship last spring, the Eastern baseball team achieved a national ranking for the first time in program history this year, rising as high as No. 26 in the nation.

Coach of the Year: Jim Schmitz

Keeping cool under pressure
Long-time coach
maintains laid back
atmosphere

Schmitz said Eastern's run co
become an elite program happened after the 2005 season ended when the Panthers missed the
OVC Tournament when they finished tied for sixth.
Originally ran May 1,2009
Since chen, che Panthers have
reached two of three conference
By KEVIN MURPHY
tournaments and are embarking
Staff Writer
on a third conference tournament
appearance in three years.
Oh, and add the talent that's
Jim Schmitz doesn't like to
argue as much as he used co. He's in this program.
a lor more loose, more relaxed.
That will help win some
He still works hard but he doesn't games, coo.
get as stressed as he used co.
"He did a good job of getting a
For the Eastern head baseball good mix of players," said senior
coach, chis has translated into a pitcher Alex Gurcosch.
But Schmitz said getting
good approach co his players and
his assistant coaches.
the players wasn't easy, and he
"The players need to play loose couldn't have done chat without
and have fun," Schmitz said. the work of his assistant coaches.
Assistant coach Sean Lyons
"Players really respond co you. If
a coach is relaxed and has confi- has done a lot of the recruiting,
dence in them, then you really go along wich pitching coach Skylar
Meade.
out and play better."
Lyons has been an assistant for
Schmitz has led the baseball
ream co 37 wins in their last 50 five years, which Schmitz said is
games, its first national ranking rare.
in program history earlier chis
Schmitz said having Lyons has
season, an Ohio Valley Confer- created stability in his life and he
ence Tournament Championship can actually take a break during
at the end of lase season with an the summer.
"We've been fortunate co find
NCAA Regionals appearance lase
season and a strong chance at the the guys chat fie EIU baseball,"
NCAA Regionals chis season.
Lyons said. "And with our scyle,
That is why Schmitz is the he's done a great job molding
2008-2009 Daily Eastern News those players and the philosophy
Coach of the Year.
he wants.
Those players and coaches
"We've got on board buying
have led the Panthers (32-1 0, 10- into that system and that scheme
3 OVC) to a current first-place and that philosophy, and I chink
(it has) shown."
standing in the OVC.

''The players need to play loose
and have fun. Players really respond
to you. If a coach is relaxed and has
confidence in them, then you
really go out and play better:'
-Jim Schmitz, head baseball coach
Pare of getting everyone on
che same page is communication
and getting everyone to bond
together, which is what led co
che implementation of che OVC
Challenge.
The fall event is che testing of
everyone's fitness and endurance
through a series of strength, agility and is a unique strength ch;Jllenge - essentially a unique event
that one might see on ESPN2 on
a Sunday afternoon.
"That's something chat's really
pushed our guys," Lyons said.
Schmitz also started throwing
out phrases like, "Go the Extra
Mile," and "Ante Up," and a lot
of che players have taken chat to
heart and have developed a carefree relaxed attitude like Schmitz.
"We're kind of his backbone,"
said Eastern senior centerfielder
Brett Nommensen.
While Schmitz may get on
his players for not playing the
game right, Nommensen and
senior Jordan Kreke act as the go-

between with Schmitz and the
rest of the team.
Nommensen said lase year
in the OVC Tournament, they
remained calm.
,Another pare of this team progressing co a national stage was
che other steps it took off the
field.
Nommensen said since he
arrived in Fall 2005, they began
to hie the weight room, an4 the
dividends have paid off.
The .Panthers are hitting .365
with 79 home runs this season.
This season, che Panthers
earned their first national ranking and Schmitz put notice co the
team right away - something he
said he would not necessarily do
in the past.
"That's a huge accomplishment
for him," Kreke said. "He's been
crying to gee us co that point."
A key aspect co Eastern's success within the past two years is
the pitching.
He brought in Meade, a for~

mer Louisville pitcher, who
helped the Cardinals to NCAA
College World Series in 2007.
Meade pretty much handles all
aspects of the pitching and chis
has translated well for Eastern.
The Panthers led the league in
ERA last season with a 4.57 and
lead the league in ERA again this
season with a 4.77 ream ERA.
"(Schmitz) gave me a lor of
freedom, and it's worked really well," Meade said. "He doesn't
really have to worry about chat
aspect. It just makes things work
a lot more smoothly on staff."
But Meade noticed the environment Schmitz has produced is
an environment he saw at Louisville in his final season there.
"It's been a great atmosphere
here the whole time," Meade
said.
Schmitz said getting more
than 30 people on the same page
isn't easy.
"It's been very fun," he said.
"But it's very difficult."
Kreke said having a family
atmosphere has been the key.
But Schmitz has cried co find
the balance of being a father figure co many, but harp on them
when che players aren't approaching situations.
"We've even noticed how calm
and steady he is," Meade said. ·
"That really rubs off on the team.
Things aren't always going to be
on che up and up. He really has
become so steady. Whatever the
reason is, it is making things go
great."

